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Opening Reception 
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USAID, Washington, D.C. 
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Director 
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USAID, Washington, D.C. 
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Former U.S. Senator 

/ Washington, D.C. 

Moderator: Lois Richards 
' I 

Panel: Peggy A. Sheehan 
Chief Operating Officer 
National Cooperative Business Association 
Washington, D.C. . . 
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Willard J. Pearson 
Director, REDSOIWCA 
USAIDIAbidjan, Cote D'Ivoire 

Christopher Goldthwait 
General Sales Manager 
Foreign Agricultural Service 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 

Questions and Answers 

Panel: The Changing Role of Food Aid in Sustainable Development 

Moderator: 

Panel: 

Questions and answers 

Janet C. Ballantyne 
Deputy Assistant Administrator 
Center for Economic Growth 
Bureau for Global Programs 
Field Support and Research 
Washington, D.C. 

Per Pinstrup Andersen 
Director General 
International Food Policy Research Institute 
Washington, D.C. 

John A. Donnelly 
Deputy Executive Director 
Catholic Relief Services 
Baltimore, MD 

' Eynnett M. Wagner 
Acting Deputy Administrator 
Foreigp Agricultural Service 
International Cooperation and Development Division 
US. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 
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Panel: Bridging the Gap Between Emergencies and Development 

Moderator: Richard McCall 
Chief of Staff 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

Panel: Julia Taft 
President and CEO 
InterAction 
Washington, D.C. 

Margaret G. Tsitouris 
Director of the Regional Management Group 
CARE 
Atlanta, GA 

Ted D. Morse 
Director, Greater Horn of Africa Task Force 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

Daan Everts 
Deputy Executive Director for Operations 
World Food Program 
Rome, Italy 

Break Out Sessiom; Bridging the Gap Between Emergencies and Development 

Tuesdav. Se~tern ber 20 / 

General Reporting Session 
' I  

Moderator: H. Robert Gamer 

Panel: A New Vision for Food Aid and Food Security 
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Moderator: 

Speaker: 

Panel: 

Carol A. Peasley 
Deputy Assistant Administrator 
Bureau for Africa 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

Carol Lancaster 
Deputy Administrator 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

Curtis Schaeffer 
Director, Food Security Unit 
CARE 
Atlanta, GA 

Michael Frank 
Director, Office of Program Resource Management 
Catholic Relief Services 
Baltimore, MD 

Len Rogers 
Director, Office of Program, Planning and Evaluation 
Bureau of Humanitarian Response 
USAID 
Washingtqn, D.C. 

Panel: Legislative Issues-Food, for Peace 

Moderator: 

Panel: 

Jill Buckley 
Assistant Administrator 

/ Bureau for Legislative and Public Affairs 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

' I  

Kathleen Bertelsen Moazed 
Professional Staff 
Subcommittee on Economic Policy, Trade and Environment 
House Committee on Foreign Affairs . 
Washington, D.C. 
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Bruce White 
Staff Assistant 
House Subcommittee on Foreign Agriculture and Hunger 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 

Joseph Fredericks 
Legislative Officer 
USAID/AA/LPA 
Washington, D.C. 

Panel: Private Sector Involvement in the Food For Peace Program 

Moderator: 

Panel: 

Ellen S. Levinson 
Executive Director 
Coalition for Food Aid 
Washington, D.C. 

Carl Schwenson 
Executive Vice President 
National Association of Wheat Growers 
Washington, D.C. 

John M. Wise 
Assistant Export Manager 
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Overland Park, KS 

William V. Brierre, Jr. 
Senior Vice President 
Lykes Brothers Steamship Co., Inc. 
Washington, D.C. 

I' 

Consantine Papavizas 
Partner 
Dyer; Ellis, Joseph & Mills 
Washington, D.C. 
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Congressional Reception 1300 Longworth House Office Building 

Sponsored by: The Alliance for Food Aid 

Remarks: The l on or able Brian Attwood 
Administrator 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

Wednesdav. September 21 

Break-out Sessions: A New Vision for Food Security 

General Reporting Session 

Moderator: Jeanne Markunas 
Deputy Director 
Office of Food for Peace 
USAID 
Washington, D.C. 

Conference,Recap and Adjournment 

H. Robert Kramer 
Director 
Office of Food for Peace 
US AID 
Washington, D.C. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This conference convened in Washington, D.C. from September 18-21,1994 to celebrate the 
40th anniversary of USAID'S Food for Peace program and to examine the outlook for the 
future. The event, the first of its kind, brought together USAID food aid professionals from 
Washington and the field as well as members of Congress, representatives from non- 
government organizations (NGOs), other U.S. agencies involved in food aid, international 
donor organizations, producers, and shippers. Panels featuring speakers from all these 
backgrounds discussed the choices and challenges lying ahead for food aid professionals in 
an era of tight budgets and chronic crises. 'Ibis report serves as a summary, not a verbatim 
account, of conference themes and events. 

USAID'S Office of Food for Peace grew out of Pilblic Law 480 (PL 480), enacted in 1954 
as 3 means of reducing U.S. agricultural surpluses while working towards abolishing hunger 
in developing countries. The Food for Peace office opened its doors during the Kennedy 
administration, headed by the conference keynote speaker, Senator George McGovern. 
While the office initially focused on emergency aid, it very soon expanded its activities to 
include self-help through innovative monetization programs which support development 
projects. Revisions of PL 480 accompanied the growing understanding of the potential of 
food aid. The 1990 Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act (the Farm Bill), signed 
into law by President George Bush, contained a comprehebive revision of PL 480. The 
revision acknowledged food security as a primary goal, a.nd divided PL 480's functions into 
three domains: Title I (concessional sales, administered by USDA); and the USAID- 
administered Title I1 (relief and development food aid) and Title n1 (government grants 
focused on policy). 

PL 480 programs, including Titles I1 and 111 programs, have reduced hunger, increased 
productivity, arid boosted individual and community incomes in developing countries. The 
programs have also benefitted U.S. industries such as farming, food processing, and 
transportation; and many former food aid recipients have gone on to become importers of 
U.S. commodities. Food aid has come into its own as a development tool. 

' I 

But interlinked conditions in developing countries (including environmental depredation, 
population growth, natural and man-made disasters, and poor infrastructure) combine to 
keep hunger--food insecurity--alive in 800 million people. In donor countries, the absence 

- - of sqrplus and sharply decreased funding mandate a revision of food . aid . policy. Tbe 
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conference both commemorated past triumphs and addressed future challenges by setting , 
four goals: 
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1. Providing an overview of the past 40 years of Food for Peace, and of the challenges to 
come in policy, budgeting, and personnel; 

2. Informing public and private-sector participants of the role of food aid in USAD 
strategic objectives, and of the effects of the 1995 Farm Bill revisions; 

3. Allowing professionals from all venues of food aid to air and exchange views on 
strategies for achieving food security, including USAID policy issues; 

4. Improving management of USAID food programs by encouraging input from USAID 
and its food aid partners. 

The conference consisted of six sessions during which expert panelists covered the history 
of Food for Peace, the changing vision of food aid and its role in the relief/development 
continuum, the differing views of various agents involved in the delivery of food aid, and the 
effect of evolving USAID policy and the upcoming Farm Bill discussions on food aid and 
food security. Conference participants also had the opportunity to respond to a draft paper 
on policy as outlined by the USAID administration. 

Conference events also included two breakout sessions for working groups. Each participant 
was assigned to one of five developing countries (Ethiopia, Bolivia, Rwanda, Bangladesh, 
and Armenia), and was given descriptions of the assigned country's government, population, 
economy, and food security situation. Breakout groups used this information to discuss two 
questions related to their country: how to bridge the relief/development gap; and how the 
USAID draft paper would affect each country., They summarized their findings in two 
general reporting sessions, 

- - - - - -- - - - 
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Monday, September 19 
Opening Plenary Session: Food for Peace - 40 Years of Accomplishments 

Opening remarks by H. Robert Kramer, Director, Omce of Food for Peace, Bureau for 
Humanitarian Response (BHR), USAID, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Krarner opened the conference with brief remarks welcoming his colleagues from . 
around the world with shared commitment and vision. He said that this conference, 
which commemorated the 40th anniversary of the Food for Peace Program, marks a 
transformation in the way food aid is perceived. The present administration, Mr. 
Kramer said, perceives food aid as a quality resource, vital to meeting humanitarian and 
development challenges around the world. 

Describing the legal force behind U.S. food aid assistance, Public Law (PL) 480 (the 
Agriculture Trade Development and Assistance Act), Mr. Kramer called it a "bold 
stroke." He said that in the 1950s the law, which joined the need to use farming 
surpluses with the desire to provide assistance to the world's hungry, PU80, was a 
"landmark piece of legislation" whose potential was still unforeseen. Today, Mr. Kramer 
said, we know that agricultural surpluses can serve as a powerful instrument promoting 
welfare, peace, and freedom worldwide. For that reason, he proposes that the revised 
law be known as the Food for Peace Act. 

He went on to recall how his field experiences taught him the power of food aid, 
beginning 17 years ago as an intern with the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID) in Cajamarca, Peru. Subsequent field work in Bangladesh, Bolivia, and 
Ecuador showed him how well-conceived and well-managed projects have improved 
access to food and basic services, and have enhanced food security by building 
infrastructure improvements. These experiences, plus the example of recent lifesaving 
food aid in Rwanda, Mr. Kramer said, have convinced him that food aid is one of the 
most important humanitarian and development tools since access to food ia a "primordial 
right of every human being." 

Mr. Kramer remarked that this conference was the first gathering of so many varied 
stakeholders and partic@ants in food aid; this variety, he said, offered an opportunity to 
explore the challenges lying ahead. All food aid workers should be proud of past 
accomplishments' and heed lessons learned. Among the lessons learned were the types 
of food aid efforts which were less effective, those which: 

target beneficiaries inappropriately 
ignore the effect of food aid on local markets 
do not aim for ultimate food security. 

- - 
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Opening Plenary Session: Food for Peace - 40 Years of Accomplishnlents 

He also cited the need to document successes and the necessity' of achieving food 
security by resolving the many interconnected factors which lead to hunger. 

Mr. Kramer described the challenge facing conference participants: to help determine 
how to use food aid more effectively by focusing on four issues: 

the appropriate role of food aid in fostering sustainable development 
building more effective partnerships 
promoting food security at the individual, household, and national levels 
better documentation of the impact of food aid. 

Mr. Kramer outlined conference events: beginning with keynote speaker George 
McGovern's reflections on the history of the food aid program; discussing selected 
country needs in discussion groups; moving to the changing roles of food aid and views 
by various stakeholders; and reporting on discussion group findings. 

USAID, Mr. Kramer said, has embarked on a strategic planning process to increase the 
effectiveness of food aid, necessary in view of the many changes which have taken place 
since the enactment of PL480 four decades ago. Both surpluses and budgets have 
diminished. Mr. Kramer said that the perception of PU80, long conceived of as a cheap 
resource, is changing, and this change presents an epportunity for food aid professionals. 
He said that food aid managers have embarked on an ambitious program which will 
change the way they do business, and that conference participants are part of that 
change. He described the future as "brimming with opportunities" brought on by 
monumental political changes worldwide, cited new challenges including the 
disintegration of nations in the Horn of Africa, stagnant economies in the Newly 
Independent states, and stated a new imperative: to use food aid as a tool in reducing 
hunger and promoting food security and, ultimately, attaining world peace. 

Mr. Kramer then opened the conference by introducing the moderator of the opening 
plenary session, M, Douglas Stafford, Assistant Administrator, BHR, USAID, 
Washington, D.C. 
After praising Mr. Kramer as a dedicated and passionate food aid manager, Mr. Stafhrd 
noted what a pleasure it was to introduce the keynote speaker, the honorable George 

- McGovern. He went on to note the tremendous challenges to come in providing 
humanitarian assistance and supporti~lg sustainable development. The U.S., Mr. Stafford 
said, can feel proud of the progress made through PL 480. He citedathe many countries 

- - in Asia, onke racked by famine, whieh now not only meet their own food needs, but have 
become reliable U.S. trading partners, Nine of the top ten leading importers of U.S. 

- 
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agricultural products were once food aid recipients. The challenges of the future, Mr. 
Stafford said, will be to supply expertise and leadership like that provided by the next 
speaker, the Honorable George McGovern. 

Mr. Stafford summarized the higb.lights of Senator McGovernls life and his special 
concern for the hungry. A native of North Dakota and decorated World War I1 pilot, 
Senator McGovern taught history until 1956, when he was elected to the House of 
Representatives. President John F. Kennedy appointed him as the first director of the 
Food for Peace Office. Elected to the Senate in 1962, Senator McGovern served three 
terms and ran for president in 1972. He has served on the Senate Agricultural and 
Foreign Relations Committees and chaired the Select Committee on Nutrition and 
Human Needs, and presently serves as president of the Middle East Policy Council. 

Mr. Stafford summed up by praising Mr. McGovern as a national leader of integrity and 
intellect, whose career has greatly advanced a more humane US. foreign policy, and to 
whom Food for Peace is greatly indebted. 

Keynote Speaker: The Honorable George McGovern, former U.S. Senator, Washington, 
D.C 

After acknowledging Mr. Stafford and conference participants, Senator McGovern stated 
his long-term belief that since World War 11, the American farmer had been the 
country's greatest national resource: in his capacity to grow food; and in his ability to 
teach others more efficient ways of growing food. He remarked that his job setting up . 
the Food for Peace office was the most enjoyable position in the Kennedy 
Administration. He then acknowledged the impact of John Kennedy's vision on. the 
Food for Peace program and on the U.S. vision of humanitarian aid. 

Senator McGovern described a scene in Mitchell, North Dakota (his home town) where 
presidential candidate Kennedy said to a crowd of 6,000 farmers gathered there that he 
regarded the agriculturd surplus not as a problem, but as an opportunity for the U.S. 
and for the rest of the world. "I think the fanners can bring more credit, more lasting 
good will, more chance for freedom, more chance for peace than almost any other group 
of Americans," Mr. Kennedy saidr "if we recognize that food is strength, and food is 
peace, and food is f.reedom, and food is*a helping hand to people around the world 
whose goodwill and friendship we want." The crowd exploded, Senator McGovern said; 
with thest. words Kennedy reversed the common notion of food surplus as a burden, 

-- viewing it instead as a potential resource. Upon winning the election, President Kennedy 
called Senator McGovern to Washington to head the Food for Peace office. 
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Opening Plenary Session: Food for Peace - 40 Years of Accomplishments 

Senator McGovern recalled that on moving to Washington, he frequently held 
discussions with his neighbor, Senator Hubert Humphrey, who was also attempting to 
transform PL 480 from its negative image as a means of "surplus disposal" to a positive 
tool for transmitting knowledge and productivity to the world community. 

While President Kennedy indicated very early his interest in food aid, Senator McGovern 
said, the first Food for Peace office opened with borrowed staff, without a budget and 
withort an assigned office. However, the day after his inauguration, President Kennedy 
issued an Executive Order to expand food assistance in West Virginia and other needy 
areas; the following day, a second Executive Order created the Food for Peace office. 
Senator McGovern quoted Executive Order Number Two to emphasize the tenets 0x1 
which US. food aid has operated: "American agricultural abundance offers a great 
opportunity for the US. to promote the interest of peace in a significant way. We must 
narrow the gap between abundance here at home and near-starvation abroad. Humanity 
and prudence alike counsel a major effort on our part." 

Senator McGovern recalls concentrating early Food for Peace efforts on concepts which 
are still part of USAID'S food policy: strengthening food productivity by using food as 
an instrument of increased production; and improving family nutrition. 

In the beginning, this latter concept centered around the school lunch program. Senator 
McGovern recalls that his conception of food aid as a development tool began after a 
conversation with the dean of the University of Georgia. The dean named the school 
lunch program in the South as the greatest benefit since the New Deal and subsequent 
legislation, in that school lunches resulted in better attendance, measurable health 
improvements, and measurably improved academic performance. Building on this 
trilogy, Senator McGovern said, one could conclude that school lunch programs laid the 
basis for healthier and therefore more productive families in the American South. 

Senator McGovern said that throughout the political upheaval that took place during the 
Cold War--and despite funding competition from the Department of Defense-the Food 
for Peace program acted as a defense tool. The program, which offered hope by 
improving nutrition, reducing malnutrition and hunger, and increasing agricultural 
productivity, kept many cpuntries'frorn sliding into Communism. Senator McGovern 
stated his support of expanding the food aid program despite the .absence of agricultural 
surpluses. No foreign assistance, he said, will be more important for the next decade 
than continuing efforts'to reduce world hunger and malnutrition. He cancluded by 
paying his respects t o  thefood aid community representatives at the . conference . for what 
he called "a splendid public service." 
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Plenary Ssssion Panel Discussion: Food for Peace - 40 Years of Accomplishments 

The moderator for this session was h i s  Richards, Deputy Assistant Administrator to the 
Bureau for Humanitarian Response, USAID, Washington, D.C. Ms. Richards introduced 
the first panelist, Peggy Sheehan, Chief Operating Oflicer of the National Cooperative 
Business Association of Washington, D.C. Ms. Sheehan praised Mr. McGovern's 
conciseness in laying out major accomplishments of the Food for Peace program. she' . 

stated that naming highlights was difficult not only because of the importance of food 
aid, but also because food aid professionals have not tracked their accomplishments in 
detail. Ms. Shechan listed what she viewed as the program's major accomplishments: 

1. The program's flexibility allowed it to meet changing worldwide needs: food 
distribution in the sixties; development in later decades; this flexibility must be built 
into evolving food aid policy. 

2. The program created a unique partnership between the public and private sectors, 
fostering cooperation among various government agencies, private voluntary 
agencies (PVOs), community organizations, agricultural producers, and for-profit 
agencies in and outside of the U.S. 

3. The program had a direct positive effect on people in and outside the U.S. 

4. The program supported institutional development at home and especially among 
organizations in host countries. 

. . 

5. The program worked; many countries became independently self-sustaining as a 
result of food aid. 

Ms. Sheehan concluded by suggesting a Congressional mandate for farmers to grow food 
specifically for food aid, both foreign and domestic. 

The second panelist was Willard J. Pearson, Director of REDSO/WCA at USAID9s 
Abidjan mission in Cote d91voire. Mr. Pearson greeted the participants and especially 
thc many colleagues who had served with him as interns during the beginning of the 
Food for Peace program. He went on to underscore several themes brought up during 
the opening remarks: I 

1. A main strength of Food for Peace has been its success as a political instrument. 
Key to this success has been its ability to offer roles to a range of actors: farmers, 
shippers, agents, governments, as well as the recipients who consume the food. 
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Plenary Session Panel Discussion: Food for Peace - 40 Years of Accomplishments 

2; The program derives strength and durability from apparent contradictions-- 
originating as a solution for a "burdensome surplus" while addressing a moral 
imperative to feed the hungry; evolving through adaptability while maintaining a 
constant presence and support. 

3. The program stimulated and supported the role of U.S. non-government 
organizations (NGOs) and PVOs in development. 

Mr. Pearson then referred to Ethiopia, which he had recently visited, as an example of 
the need to continue an effective, strong food aid program. The country's 1940 
population was 11 million. By 1970, the population had grown to 25 million. The 
present population is 55 million; and the projected population in 2020 (with an 
unchanged growth rate) is over 120 million: an eleven-fold increase, and clearly 
unsustainable. The Food for Peace program, he said, is one of the most important 
connections with the developing world, and one which must make further connections 
with other development issues (such as population growth). Finally, he stated his hope 
that the U.S. find other foreign policy instruments as effective as Food for Peace has 
been during its 40-year life. 

Ms. Richards next introduced Christopher Goldthwait, general sales manager for the 
Foreign Agricultural Service at the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
Washington, D.C. Mr Goldthwait noted additional accomplishments to those already 
expressed, cited changes which have affected the Food for Peace program, and added 
caveats to incorporate in new food aid policy. Accomplishments include: 

1. Dedication to a core objective of humanitarian aid; 

2. Successful realization of an export development objective: introducing US. 
commodities into countries which can later become trading partners. 

Among the changes he perceives Mr. Goldthwait noted: 

1. Increasing responsibility, in the 1990 farm bill, to USAID for Title 111 of PL 480, 
and to USDA for Title I. . I 

2. Political changes (such as reorganization in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet 
Union), have demanded efficient use of food aid funding, which resulted in closer 
relatiqns between donors and PVOs. 
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3. Food aid is going to entirely different countries; most F Y  1994 recipients received 
no food aid in 1990. 

Thirdly, Mr. Goldthwait pointed to new challenges which will affect the development of 
food aid policy and food aid delivery. 

1. The nature of disasters has changed; they are often man-made and difficult to 
foresee (i.e. Rwanda), and will require a different kind of emergency response. 

2. Circumstances change quickly in countries which receive food aid, especially those 
which receive Title I assistance. In some years this assistance may be appropriate 
for a given country; in others, the same country may need more heavily concessional 
food aid; and new policies should allow this kind of flexibility. 

3. Budgets are tighter, requiring a more flexible and efficient use of available 
resources. 

Mr. Goldthwait expressed his interest in the developments ensuing from the conference, 
and his eagerness to work closely with all food aid stakeholders on the upcoming revision 
of PL 480. 

Ms. Richards then opened the floor for a brief question-and-answer period. Names of 
questioners appear where available. Questions, comments, and responses are 
summarized (not quoted directly) as follows: 

Q: In the seventies, nearly 50 percent of food aid went to Vietnam, though there was a . 
severe food crisis in Africa and also in India. Were there similar diversioris in the 
503, 60's and 80's away from humanitarian purposes and toward political ends, and 
what prospects exist in the 1990s for directing food aid solely towards its intended 
use? 

/ 
A: (McGovern) That example was a deviation from the intention of food aid, and food 

was used' as a means of sustaining the war. I don't believe there was a similar 
instance before or since, and, I hope it won't happen again. 

(Sheehan) Egypt comes to mind, since quite a lot of food aid has gone there over 
the years, but never to the extent of Vietnam. But this debate over th:3 use of food 

- aid for political versus humanitarian purposes has gone on for a long time. 
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(Goldthwait) The differbnce vc;ith Egypt seems that food aid was a reward for not 
going to war, and the key to increased foreign assistance. 

Q: (Don Rogers, Catholic Relief Services) Food has been used for three purposes: 
development, emergency relief, and humanitarian programs such as those run by 
Mother Theresa for leprosy patients and orphans. Since future policy will be 
concerned with development and emergency relief, what is the future of the third 
category of humanitarian programs? 

A: (Pearson) There will be more and more food aid for emergencies over the next ten 
years, and probably less surplus in the U.S. and Europe because of the success of 
the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). Food aid will probably bz 
targeted less broadly. But NGOs will argue that humanitarian aid needs to 
continue. There will be tension over how many will be fed each year without the 
possibility of graduation versus emergency needs; this will be an issue. 

(Goldthwait) Legal changes governing domestic farm production eliminate the 
possibility of the large surpluses food aid counted on. We must have a mechanism 
for emergencies, such as planting a certain acreage or expanding the food security 
wheat reserve to include other commodities. It's an important question. 

(McGovern) We can't rely on planned scarcity to con*.ain domestic farm prices; we 
need some kind of price support. This makes sense on moral grounds and in terms 
of what we're doing in foreign policy. 

Q: (Ghandi Selvanathan, OIC International) The population explosion (such as the 
one mentioned in Ethiopia) is going on in many recipient countries. What can Food 
for Peace do to contain the population explosion? 

A: (Pearson) Sales programs, Title III or Title I1 monetization programs, might be one 
answer. There could also be direct distribution through mother-child programs with 
a strong family planping component. 
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The moderator for this session was Janet C. Ballantyne, Deputy Assistant Administrator, 
Center for Economic Growth, Bureau for Global Programs, Field Support and Research, 
USAID, Washington, D.C. Ms. Ballantyne said that since Food for Peace began its 
operation forty years ago, positive and negative changes had taken place. Positive 
changes included: 

the end of the Cold War and the development of new alliances; 
technological improvements in agricultural productivity and basic crops; 
the demise of centraliy controlled economies, and the rise of market-based 
economies; 
the emergence of new democracies. 

On the negative side Ms. Ballantyne noted continuing poverty and civil strife, 
malnutrition and poverty as lasting challenges to developing nations and to donors. She 
added that the manner of providing food aid had changed: moving bcjond "quick fixes" . , 

towards sustainability. This sustainability, she said, would be the theme which the three 
panelists would address. 

Ms. Ballantyne proceeded to introduce the first panelist, Per Pinstrup-Andersen, Director 
General, International Food Policy Research Institute IFPRI, Washington, D.C., began 
by congratulating USAID for its Food for Peace program and the large number of 
people whom the program has helped to survive and thrive. He emphasized three basic 
points. 

1. Food aid is an important resource for emergency relief and for development. 
Though food aid has received criticism arguing that it does more damage than good, 
its usefulness depends on effective application. This application depends on 
integration into a broader strategy for recipient countries. 

2. Research at IFPRI for the last ten or 15 years shows that in most developing 
countries, agricultup is the most important lead sector for sustainable economic 
growth and alleviation of poverty. The most efficient way to promote this growth is 
to promote small-scale farming. IFPRI research shows that investment in farming 
on this scale yields very large multiplier effects for the rest of the economy. 
Research in Africa and Asia shows a doubling in non-agriculture income for every 
dollar of increase in farmers' incomes. Meanwhile, virtually all low-income 
developing countries with stagnant economies have exploited or ignored agriculture. - 

- - . . 
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While food aid can depress prices, as it did in Somalia, this can be avoided by using . 
the resource as part of an htegrated package. Another source of depressed farm 
prices is unfair trade practices resulting from large subsidies given to farmers in the 
U.S., Europe, Japan, Korea and other countries. These subsidies make it difficult 
for developing countries to export competitively, and lead to reduced agricultural 
investment by farmers and, more importantly, by governments and financial 
institutions. These are problems resulting not from food aid but from artificially low 
prices, and they are very harmful to developing countries. 

3. The rapid increase in emergency relief, in absolute terms and relative to 
development, is a serious concern. Such relief is very costly and comes too late. 
The magnitude of emergencies today indicate insufficient investment in 
development, especially in agriculture, in which only a handful of countries are 
investing. It is crucial to inc'rease agricultural productivity and to reduce the risks of 
food production through investments in rural infrastructure. 

To achieve this, it is important to help farmers produce more per unit of resource 
than they have at hand. This requires agricultural research to generate new 
technology and more productive crops at a lower cost; for example; drought resistant 
crops. It requires improved credit programs oriented for consumption, rather than 
production (IFPRI research shows this to be more effective for ensuring food 
security than schemes for production). 

Additionally, it is impor~ant to focus on labor-intensive infrastructure projects. . 

IFPRI research in 30 countries has shown how to design such projects efficiently. 
These projects accomplish two objectives; they target food security for the rural 
poor, and they build infrastructure. They can be financed by monetization in areas 
where markets work, and by cash where they do not. 

Finally, food aid can improve human resources through school and preschool 
feeding, which increase learning capacity and thus productivity. 

In order to meet food security needs without depressing prices, Mr. Pinstrup-Andersen 
said, development professionals hust fill needs that the hungry cannot express, putting 
more food in the market while creating an increased demand for food. This requires 
targeting efforts towards those households whose need exceeds their purchasing power. 

- - -Mr. f instmp-bdersen concluded by stressing the need to move towards an integrated 
use of food aid within efforts to promote sustainable development and provide. 
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emergency relief. While applauding USAID's emergency-development continuum, he 
suggested adding an additional component: prevention. When that fails, emergency 
relief, followed by development, can be put in place. It is necessary, the speaker 
stressed, to integrate these concepts into food aid both in Washington and in recipient 
countries. 

Ms. Ballantyne next introduced John Donnelly, deputy executive dimtor of Catholic 
Relief Services, Baltimore, MD. Mr. Donnelly congratulated conference organizers and 
acknowledged the importance of all food aid workers, stating that the occasion felt like a 
homecoming. He stated his intention to reflect on the history and future of food aid. 

Mr. Donnelly defined "sustainability" as moving support from external to internal sources. 
Food aid, by that definition, becomes a part of the culture where it is received. 

Food aid, Mr. Donnelly said, has always been a resource. It began as a lifesaving 
resource, moved to a development tool, and presently, is becoming integrated into global 
issues: environment, democracy, and growth. All food aid workers, including PVOs, 
government dgencies and international donors, have undertaken this evolution 
simultaneously, as part of the maturing of food aid, in a continuum of application. 

Mr. Domelly urged consideration of a common thread as vital as the new global issues, 
and one with direct effects on sustainable growth: reconciliation. Sustainability, he said, 
demands tolerance of race, religion and color. It represents a movement away from an 
understanding of the world in terms of power. He mentioned Rwanda as a country ' 
which underwent growth and peace, but not tolerance. 

Without the incorporation of reconciliation into sustainable growth, Mr. Donnelly 
warned, all development is tenuous--in danger of being lost. He stated that 
reconciliation was the new concept for the nineties, as relief had been for the sixties, and 
development for the seventies and eighties. 

#' 

Mr. Donnelly said that CRS had enjoyed unique experiences in a kind of beginning of 
reconciliation, in demobilization and reintegration of army personnel. He suggested that 
development specialists look to the lessons learned in South Africa, where they broke 
through cultural barriers to create a win/win situation. In this situation, there is no need 
for a winner or for a loser--a loser who one day might try to win, resulting in the loss of 
sustainable growth. 

- - - 
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The last speakkr for this panel was Lynnett M. Wagner, Acting Deputy Administrator for 
the Foreign Agriculture Service, International Cooperation and Development Division, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Washington, D.C. Ms. Wagner discussed the 
changes in the implementation of PL 480 from its inception in the 1950s through the . 
1990 Farm Bill, so as to understand upcoming discussions for the 1995 Farm Bill. 

1950s: bipartisan agreement to use U.S. agricultural productivity to feed developing 
nations and reduce surpluses, originally through "cash on the barrel" sales for local 
currencies. Over 20 uses for local currencies were authorized for PL 480 funds, 
including scientific research, market development, rescue of antiquities, and loans to 
private sector businesses. 

1959: long-term dollar credit, with payment terms of up to 20 years) financing a mix of 
programs. 

1966: Production and supply approached balance; Congress rewrote PL 480 to combine - 
long-term dollar credit sales with local currency sales into a new Title I program 
emphasizing self-help and development (which participating countries would agree to 
carry out). 

1975: early steps in Title 111 program, allowing in-country agricultural development and 
world programs to be used as payment of Title I loans. 

1985: amendments to the 1985 Farm Bill allowed local currency to be used as payment - 
for Title I commodities, and then be lent back through private banks for private-sector 
agricultural and rural development. This arrangement encountered problems because of 
the weakness of the banking sectors in Title I countries. 

1990: comprehensive reorganization of PL 480 through the Farm Bill revisions, in which 
Congress distinguished between developmental objectives (Title In) and marketing 
objectives (Title I). The 1990 revision of the Farm Bill also included modification of 
USDA's Food for Progress program, intended to encourage private sector agricultural 
development in emerging democracies. Title I funds support part of this program. 

' I 

The result of these revisions is a PL 480 program in which USATD administers Title 111 
funds, and USDA administers Title I funds, in separate seis of countries. For the past 40 
years, concessional food aid has been used in two ways for development: by using U.S.- 

-- -- administered loeal currencies directly; and by leveraging commodity ;ale proceeds to 
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fund development programs with jr>int U.S./host country administration. Both will 
continue in the 1995 Farm Bill. 

Ms. Wagner cited several questions which will come up during the Farm Bill discussions: 
What role will agriculture play within USAID development programs? 
What role will sustainable development play? 
How can sustainable development mesh with USDA7s goals? 
How will food aid address these questions? 

Ms. Ballantyne then opened the floor for a question and answer period, summarized 
below. 

Q: (Art Silver, USAID Asia/Near East) If the chief restraint on agricultural 
productivity is poor policy, why narrow policy to use food as food? And if 700 
million people go to bed hungry because they can't afford food, why increase 
productivity instead of increasing incomes? 

A: (Pinstrup-Anderson) On the first question, there is a need to target groups 
specifically. There is a danger that governments can misuse food aid, and that is 
why we need to incorporate food aid into a broader strategy. 

Regarding the second question, we need to help extremely poor people generate 
more income, and to do this we would start with small-scale agriculture. We have 
to go for growth in those sectors where it matters most. 

Q: (Dave Garms, Food for Peace, U.N., Rome, Italy) How do we get beyond 
emergencies to identijt ways of preventing crises in the future? 

A: (Donnelly) We nepd to focus on why emergencies keep happening. 

(Pinstrup-Anderson) We need to focus on who can keep disasters from turning into 
famine, and that's the households. Usually they can cope with the first famine, but 
not the second; we need to increase the coping ability. of low-income families. 
We also need to focus more on early warning. There's usually smoke before the fire 
breaks out. 
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(Wagner) , We need to look at'longterm strategies and see how development goals 
(USAID) can work with market strategies (USDA). 

- 

Q: (Tom Marchione, USAID) In looking for a return on US. investment, some 
countries are excluded because of their low potential for return. What tradeoffs are 
we making in terms of low versus high-potential areas, especially in the context of 
preventing disasters? 

A: (Pinstrup-Anderson) It depends on your goal. If it's to produce more food, your 
best return is from high-potential areas. If it's to alleviate poverty and protect 
natural resources, producing food is a means, not an end, and you should go to low- 
potential areas. And that's where most of the poor people are. But we can't leave 
high-potential areas without any investment; for one thing there are problems with 
overuse of water which affects the low-potential areas. For another thing, we're 
going to have massive migration to cities in the next 30 years, and a high-potential 
irrigated area would have to feed them. So you need a balance. 

Q: (Comment) Ethiopia is a country with serious production problems which will be 
familiar to many field people. We need to increase production, and we need the 
resources from Washington to do that. Also, I'd like to see IFPRI come to USAID 
with an agenda, to say exactly what you need to increase productivity: the first 
thing; the second thing; and make that conditional for a Title 111 grant, 

Q: (David Atwood, USAID Bangladesh) The proposed draft paper narrows food aid's , 

focus to activities supporting nutrition and agricultural productivity. What are other 
donors doing in response to the continuing needs for agricultural productivity? 

A: Support will probably increase in Germany and Japan, and the World Bank has set 
aside $2.5 billion for agricultural research. So the lrend to cut back on agriculture 
investment may be reversing. 

/ 
(Wagner)' We're also watching what's happening with international financial 
organizations. And we're seeing more links among international organizations. 

I 

Q: (Ben Muskovitz, Food for Peace) What will the new GATT legislation do to food 
security in developing countries? 

- - A: (Wager) There would be little short-term effect, because tariffs will be phased in 
gradually. As time goes on, the increase in food prices may encourage productivity. 

- - - - 
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(Pinstrup-Anderson) We would expect a negative short-term effect in net importing ' 
countries, but higher prices would probably increase productivity in and outside the 
agricultural sector. We need to watch what happens in Eastern Europe and Chin?,. 
If Eastern Europe aad the former Soviet Union install effective re'lorms, they could 
become major food exporters, which would depress prices. 

8: (Michael Amedee-Geodeon, USAID Haiti) How can you apply the principle of 
reconciliation when food aid beneficiaries are being repressed? 

A: (Domelly) I don't have a concrete answer, but we could still look at the example of 
South Africa. We must address this issue, coming at it so there is a common 
interest or a mutual gain. Otherwise, the oppressed will become terrorists and 
repressois themselves. 

Following this final question, Ms. Ballantyne closed .the second session for a lunch break. 
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Lois Richards introduced the p e e l  moderator, Richard McCall, Chief of Staff at 
USAID, Mr. McCall began by describing the discussion of the emergency/development 
gap as "timely." Because of today's complex disasters, he said, we can no longer 
desegregate relief strategies from development strategies, and must address the root , 

cause in a series of simultaneous interventions. 

Mr. McCall then introduced the panelists. The first to speak was Julia Tan, President 
and CEO of InterAction (the American Council for Voluntary International Action), 
Washington, DC. Ms. Taft began by relating an experience during her earlier tenure at 
the Office for Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) during which repeated plagues of 
locusts caused her to realize that the locusts represented a development problem and not 
a disaster, though it was easier to view as a disaster than to tackle problems with 
structure, training, and resources related to integrated pest management. 

Ms. Taft described the emergency/development continuum not as a linear approach, but 
as a circular one; relief leading to recovery and development, but with a constant view 
on how each stage in the cycle relates to the other stages. 

The pznelist's main theme was the Title IJ development program and how it can reduce 
or mitigate the effects of drought or famine. She cited the increased money being 
funnelled into Sub-Saharan Africa for emergency programs. Title I1 programs could be 
used for a number of interventions including food-for-work (water and soil conservation, 
terracing, road-building), monetization (cash for work or food transfer), which is an 
especially interesting option for NGOs. Ms. Taft added that such programs needed 
careful monitoring so as not to depress local food prices. 

In order to ensure the sustainability of both approaches, it is essential to ensure: 

that the external food resource is not the dominant characteristic 
that the community participates 
that the process develop the capacity of local partners, which increases the sense of 
community ownership. 

A problem with Title 11, Ms. Taft'said, is its inflexible implementation regulations; this 
issue must be resolved. She concluded that it is vital to stop viewing various specialists 
(disaster, relief, development) as members of different categories. This categorization is 

- 
reflected in USAID personnel policy, which leads to a low rate of promotion for disaster 
specialists. . . 

- - - - 
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Mr. McCall next introduced Margaret Tsitouris, Director of the Regional Management 
Group at CARE, Atlanta. Ms. Tsitouris briefly described the evolution of CARE and the 
strategies it uses to reach its goals. CARE began in 1946 as a relief agency, sending 
provisions in the well-known "Care package" during the European recovery. The 

n 
- 
- 

organization also responded to PL 480 by expanding its programs to encompass relief 

- and de ieloprnent. CARE separated the functions, focusing on logistics, commodity 
2 

- - management, and transportation for relief, and mother/child programs for development. 
- The organization then responded to the need to work wit'' disasters and refugees. 

Seeing the interdependent relationship between development and relief, CARE 
developed three strategies to achieve balanced goals within the continuum: livelihood 
provisioning; liveliltood protection; and livelihood promotion. 

Livelihood provisioning addresses relief for quick-and slow-onset emergencies and 
chronic emergencies. To provide better relief, CARE plans for disasters, looks for early 
warning signs, and acts to utilize local capacities. The relief strategy includes 
infrastructure development by disaster victims, paid with food or cash rather than free 
food. CARE has several such programs functioning effectively in Bangladesh, Ethiopia, 
and Tanzania. 

Livelihood prorzction strategies enhance community resiliency by protecting household 
livelihood systems. This prevents erosion of productive assets and helps households 
recover from emergencies. Activities include child survival and infrastructure programs, 
and soil/water conservation, as well as establishment of early warning systems. These 
strategies speak to recovery as well as resilience. CARE has provided such assistance 
effectively in Somalia, and plans to provide it in Rwanda. 

Livelihood promotion aims at sustainability. It includes improved production, alternative 
income-generating activities, improved food storage, programs for health and sanitation, 
and promotion of family planning. These activities decrease the impact of disasters and 
increase communities' ability to recover. As part of this effort, CARE has carried out 
rapid food assessments jn Honduras and Afghanistan, and plan others in Mozambique, 
Somalia, and Guatemala. CARE also plans to study families in Thailand, and their 
reactions when AIDS affects a family. 

I 

The aext panelist was Ted T. Morse, Director of USAID'S Greater Horn of Africa Task 
Force, Washington, D.C. Mr. Morse focused on eight principles necessary to bridge the 
relief/devel,opment gap: 
- - 

asswn'e the existence of a continuum between relief and development. - 
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integrate the tools of relief and development, such as water, food, and so on. 

address the root causes of disasters simultaneously. In 25 years Ethiopia has - 

undergone an oil shock, droughts, and revolutions, and underlying problcms of land 
reform and population control have nevv been addressed. 

agree on a common objective in setting goals and targeting root causes. 

build a capacity to cope; assume that some areas will be subject to prolonged, 
recurring crises. 

staff international organizations, or mandate structural changes, so as to facilitate 
action. 

adopt clear funding guidelines with sufficient flexibility for partners to use. 

desegregate and define conditions and activities throughout the development 
continuum; assume a condition not of stability, but of instability, and determine how 
to work with that instability. 

Moderator Richard McCall introduced Daan Everts, Deputy Executive Director for 
Operations at the World Food Program, Rome, Italy. Mr. Everts paid tribute to 
America's pioneering role in food aid. His presentation consisted of seven caveats on 
the relief/development. continuum. 

statistics on the prevalence of emergency funding can be misleading; some 
emergency funding goes for work which is essentially geared for development, and 
vice versa. 

a variety of sources for funding is a positive (if complex) thing, which increases the 
value of sum efforts, 

the relief/development continuum is not a new idea. 
' I  . 

only limited development-oriented activities can take place during emergency relicfi 
s u ~ v a l  is a development investment; do not belittle relief work. 
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e durigg return from displacement, be careful not to think of instant solutions; many 
"quick impact" projects for returnees collapse if they are ill-prepared. Be 
professional, and don't design projects top-down. 

early warning systems and disaster mitigation strategies may work for natural 
disasters, but many disasters, and many unpredictable ones, are man-made and 
difficult to prepare for. 

cost efficiency and coordination are of great concern with limited resources. Food 
aid professionals need to compare the costs of various delivery methods more 
carefully. There are coordination problems within all categories of donors and food 
aid organizations. When information is not shared, serious errors in food delivery 
are made; programs become very top-down; and struggles take place not over 
delivering the food correctly, but over what agency takes the lead. 

Richard McCall then opened a question-and-answer session. 

Q: (Dave Garms, U.S. mission to the U.N., Rome) The U.S. government's emergency 
response operations have gotten very complicated; there are now twelve offices 
reviewing food aid requests. Is anyone addressing that? 

(McCall) There are a number of factors. The nature of disasters has changed; 
there are political disasters. So you have greater interest, and more interests 
involved, often with contradictory strategies among actors. Whenever you set up a 
task force you must assume that the system as it is doesn't work. You must assume 
that crises will continue, and change your way of working. 

(Andreas Lendorff, International Committee of the Red Cross) The idea of the 
development continuum is not new; the Red Cross has had this idea for over 15 
years, and the idea is "survive today and stay alive tomorrow." In Somalia we started 
almost the first day,with our agricultural programs. The financial coverage is a 
problem. Sometimes transportation costs more than the food itself. And some 
donors want to categorize; they'll send you to the development people, and the 
development people will say it's a war, it's still an emergency and send you away. 
My question is what. do you suggest about "bridging the gap" in an urban 
environment like Central Bosnia? 

(Morse) Regarding your comment on the war situation, I still think we need to 
define the continuum early on. We've always separated the systems; if we looked 
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not just at weather and food stocks but also at political and social vulnerability, we 
may be able to stay ahead of the curve. 

(McCall) Crises are often social, political or ethnic. So you need to look at conflict 
resolution. And then the aid can be politicized; the food can be used to further the 
interests of the groups involved. The international community has to step back and 
see if they're part of the problem or part of the solution. 

Q: USAID is facing the prospect of losing Title 111, one of our most powerful tools, Is 
there any attempt to save it? 

A: (McCall) As you know, there's been substantial reorganization going on in the 
Agency, and some issues didn't get our attention. We are looking at these issues 
now. 

Mr. McCall turned the podium over to Robert Kramer for closing remarks. Mr. Kramer 
summed up the first day's panel events by saying that the conference was part of an 
effort to reinvent the way in which food aid was programmed. The participants, he 
stressed, were the conference's greatest resources, and that their input during the day's 
last event, a working arouv session on "bridging the gav" would be of vital imvortance. 

- - - 
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Moderator: H. Robert Kramer, Director, Oflice of Food for Peace (BHR), USAID, 
Washington, D.C. 
During this session, the first of two General Reporting Sessions, conference participants 
reported the conclusions they reached during Monday's breakout session. Each 
participant was assigned to a working group focusing on one of five countries: Armenia, 
Bangladesh, Bolivia, Ethiopia, and Rwanda. Each of these countries shares a history of 
periodic major disasters stemming from a variety of causes, but resulting in chronic food 
insecurity. The conference provided a briefing sheet on each country containing basic 
information on population, social/economic conditions, and food security. 

During Monday's breakout sessions, working groups discussed ways of meeting food 
security needs across the reliefldevelopment continuum in each of the assigned 
countries. They addressed the following questions: 

1. Identify one or two types of major emergencies which this country faces or is likely ' . 

to face within five years. 

2. Describe elements of a strategy for anticipating these emergencies. 

3. Should the anticipated emergencies occur, describe specific interventions for meeting 
immediate food aid needs as well as long-term food security goals. 

Mr. Kramer opened the general reporting session by stressing the interdependence 
among development systems and the importance of the development continuum concept, 
which represents a "new conventional wisdom." He said that the Administrator of 
USAID, J.Brian Atwood, had promised the president and the Congress that the Agency 
would aim for increased food security in the Horn of Africa. Mr. Atwood expressed the 
urgency of "putting meat on the bones" of the development continuum concept. 

Mr. Kramer acknowledged that many factors make it challenging to outline concrete 
strategies for achieving a relief/development continuum. These include the perceived 
dichotomies between development professionals and emergency specialists. To make the 
development continuum work, Mr. Kramer said, would require the dissolution of 
perceived barriers and creative iHinking about using available resources, including the 
$400 million in Title I1 funds for the Horn of Africa, to address immediate and long- 
term food security needs. 

The need for creative thinking, Mr. Kramer said, lay behind the decision to set up 
Monday's breakout sessions. These sessions, he said, represented the beginning of this 
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difficult and creative process of forging a concrete strategy for achieving short- and long- 
term objectives across the relief/development continuum. Mr. Kramer asked Jose 
Gan6n (USAID Philippines), representative of the Bangladesh group, to present the 
group's findings. 

Mr. Gan6n stated that though Bangladesh has been described as a @'basket case" it is, in 
fact, a success story and one to which Africa specialists should look. Bangladesh, he 
said, owes its existence to the 1969 cyclone, the 1971 civil war, misplaced relief efforts, 
flooding, famine, and revolution. He noted that mismanaged relief efforts during those 
disasters only added to the country's chaos. The development program put in place in 
1980, however, has stopped the cycle of famines, so that now, the severe disasters which 
occur do not become complex disasters. Mr. Garzdn added that the country had become 
relatively stable politically, and nearly self-sufficient in rice production--largely because 
of a Title 111 program to introduce market pricing for rice and to build infrastructure. 
Next, he summarized the way the Bangladesh group answered the three discussion 
questions. 

1. The most likely disasters are cyclones and floods, and the main problem is 
containing the effects of those disasters without the disintegration of development 
efforts such as Title I1 and Title 111 programs and family planning, all of which are 
necessary to increase production, decrease population pressure, and generally 
stabilize the country's ability to respond to inevitable disasters. 

2. Strategies for disaster preparedness (some are already in place) include: 
a system of pre-qualifying NGOs for disaster grants, prepositioning disaster 
supplies,'especially oral rehydration supplies from the family planning program. 

expanded credit systems: though women's development programs and NGO 
credit systems exist, they reach only 20 percent of the population, Credit systems 
need to become more sustainable, and to establish more stable interest rates. 

/ 

data collection. This especially includes nutritional surveillance, for disasters can 
have severe effects on particular groups even when the overall recovery goes 
well. - I 

3. Specific interventions for Bangladesh include: 
a combination of Title I1 and Title 111 programs, including direct intervention 
including credit, nutritional surveillance, pre-positioning supplies, and a 
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contingency fund so the Mission can issue quick disaster grants while awaiting 
Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance funding. 

continuing, long-term development (5 to 10 years), which has historically worked 
better than disaster relief. 

The next to speak was the representative for the Bolivia working group, Sal Pinzino, 
USAID Bolivia. Mr. Pinzino summarized his group's answers to the three questions: 

1. Likely disasters for Bolivia include droughts, floods, and economic crises, also called 
structural readjustment. 

2a. (Flood and drought) Anticipatory strategies and interventions include: 
policy dialogue and reform with the Bolivian government (through Title 111 
programs) to address laws on forestry, land tenure, and natural resource 
management, and the enforcement of those law. 

sustainable agricultural development and agricultural practices through the new 
Title 111 program, focusing on peasant farmers in the valleys and altiplanos. 

infrastructure development, also through Title 111. Mainly this would mean 
development of irrigation and road systems. 

intensified research on drought-resistent crops and techniques for increasing 
agricultural productivity. 

familiarity with all actors likely to respond in the event of an emergency, 
including government, private, PVO, and other groups. Knowledge of high-risk 
areas and of the local resources and infrastructure for disaster response is vital, 
as is training for long- and short-term preparedness. 

/ 

decentralization of services. A new law redistributing the tax resource base to 
municipalities, based on local populations, will be a valuable resource for Title I1 
and 111 projects, and cad rprovide additional activity funding. 

pre-positioning of commodities in case of an emergency, and emergency funding 
- reserves. There also needs to be an early warning system, and improvement 

upon the existing Civil Defense disaster preparedness plan. 
- 
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Zb. (Economic disaster or structural adjustment) Anticipatory strategies and 
interventions include: 

diversification of industry and agriculture. 

micro-enterprise development, especially reorienting the urban poor away from ; 
Food for Work and towards micro-enterprise. 

coordination of resources. USAID Food for Work programs complement PVO 
infrastructure building programs in 8 major cities and nearly 100 small towns in 
Bolivia. Continuing coordinated Title 11, Title III, and balance of payment 
resources will help achieve a substantial impact on long-term food security. 

3a. Specific interventions for short- and long-term food security in the face of flooding 
and drought include: 

watershed management, reforestation, soil conservation. 
community-level activities focused on fair resource distribution. 
pre-positioning of relief supplies, including seeds and tools. 

3b. Specific activities targeting structural reform include: 
microenterprises and credit. 
policy reform. 
price stabilization. 
coordination with donors. 
infrastructure and community development activities. 

Mr. Kramer asked the representative for Ethiopia to speak next. He added that while 
the two previous countries, Bangladesh and Bolivia, had received stable funding for 
decades, through all available resources, Ethiopia had received more intermittent PL 480 
funding. 

Charles May, USAID Mali represented the Ethiopia group. 

1. The types of emergencies Ethiopia is likely to experience include: 
agricultural production slrortfall. This could occur without the usual causes such 
as pest infesiation or drought, because of the structural weakness of  this 
country's agricultural sector. 
politics, including instability, poor policy formation, and slow~implementation of 
good policy. 
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2 .  Strategic elements for anticipating these emergencies include: 
budgetary stability. 
commitment to long-term development, and designing interventions for short-, 
Medium-, and long-term needs. 
determining the sequence of implementation: what interventions should occur, 
and in what order. 
policy dialogue, with the government and with partners. 
democratization and free speech; this last is especially vital in spreading 
information about emergencies and in pushing political systems to respond. 
market-oriented approaches as part of an overall strategy. 
donor coordination at the home office and in the field. 

Specific interventions include short-term, medium-term, and long-term activities: 
short-term: emergency interventions--Food for Work; Cash for Work; 
employment guarantee schemes; and especially water and sanitation. 
medium-term: information systems (including early warning systems and also 
social, cultural, and political elements); training; pre-positioning of emergency 
stocks; and the ability to replenish these stocks locally. 
long-term: natural resource management (including land tenure, population, soil 
degradation, restocked herds, and agricultural research), economic growth 
(including consideration of livestock, cotton, and coffee for export), 
transportation infrastructure; and focus on political stabilization (including 
education, identification of local leaders, and reintegration of soldiers, possibly 
through food for guns or cash for guns). 

Mr. May added that in Mali, Title I11 resources are used to deal with strategic elements 
of policy dialogue, donor coordination, economic reform, and eariy warning systems. 

.The next to speak was Larry Messerve, USAID Abidjan. His group discussed Rwanda. 
Mr. Messerve said that in Rwanda's case it was sensible to talk of days, weeks, or months 
rather than years, and that a further outbreak of civil strife was likely. 

His group found that Rwanda required more than humanitarian aid, but needed to 
address underlying problems: one of the world's worst AIDS problems; high population; 
unresolved land tenure issues; the status of the army. The present purely humanitarian 
effort, the group found, was unsustainable. 

The group found that Rwanda's unusual case required radical solutions: 

- 
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1. The international community needs to set up dialogues with the Rwandan 
government and get them to set up a plan for reintegration, peace and 
reconciliation, human rights monitoring, and restructuring of the army to make it 
more representative of the population. This would also involve the input of 
neighboring countries, especially Zaire. 

2. Donors should form a consensus on what types of programs they could implement, 
and should make assistance conditional on certain goals. If conditions were not met, 
a radical solution might ensue, including: 

expelling Rwanda from the U.N. 
imposing a form of trusteeship, perhaps through another African country. 

3. Specific interventions might include: 
creating incentives for refugees to return. 
boosting food security by providing seeds and tools; Rwanda has one advantage 
in that it is a very fertile country. 

' 

monitor human rights, perhaps through a group like Africa Watch, 
deploying U.N. forces in Rwanda and at its borders. 
creating the conditions necessary for the count j  to function, such as schools, 
health services, family planning and AIDS awareness programs, and restoring 
governmental function. 
coordination of help from donors, and support from neighboring countries and 
the church network. 
as a short-term solution, revive the agricultural sector, which provided the 
country's basic employment. 
carry out a food needs assessment, including data collection to identify . 
particularly needy groups. 
implement food aid, including direct feeding, school feeding, large-scale Food for 
Work. 
use surpluses from nearby countries, such as maize from Uganda. 

/ 

Mr. Kramer iritroduced Ben Muskovitz, Food for Peace, representing what he called the 
most difficult country, Armenia. 

' I 

1. Mr. Muskovitz said that Armenia represented a good example of a former Eastern 
Block country in that it is a very sophisticated and fairly well developed socially and 
economically. This country, he added, brings up the issue of allocation of resources 
and illustrates how political forces can shape the.way food aid does business. 
Conditions leading to potential disaster include: . . 
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Armenia is a food deficit country, dependent on wheat, which they once received 
from the Soviet Union. Now the country must import bread, and there is no 
currency reserve. 
large numbers of at-risk populations who have become dependent on a social 
services system which no longer exists. 
pleasant summers but acutely cold winters. 
civil strife, presently with Azerbaijan (this is typical of countries in this region). 
The country is landlocked, blocked by Azerbaijan, Turkey, and Iran; 
humanitarian assistance can come only by way of Georgia. 

2. Strategies for addressing emergencies include: 
assessment of needs; there has been little USAID presence to date in Armenia. 
assessment of the political situation and where U.S. money is going (it might be 
buying arms). 
assessment of where aid to Armenia fits in with U.S. aims. 
identification of past and current market situations. (Eastem Block countries 
have relied on others to provide for their needs; entrepreneurial behavior is 
lacking.) 
coordination with other donors, and establishment of standards for 
implementation, accountability, and monitoring to keep track of assistance in a 
country where the infrastructure is falling apart. 
use of local currency from PL 480 programs to support agricultural extension 
(productivity has fallen drastically since the breakup of the Soviet Union). 

3. Specific interventions, Mr. Muskovitz said, were all short-term. Eastern Block 
countries are unique in that short-term intervention, properly implemented, can have 
a positive long-term impact. These interventions include: 

food aid targeted directly at vulnerable groups. 
policy dialogue to focus government attention on short-term needs, then 
withdrawal of relief programs followed by implementation of development 
programs. 

Mr. Kramer closed the reporting session, which ran past the time allotted for questions. 
He noted the variety of strategies the groups had devised to meet their countries' varying 
conditions, the range of resources available, and the limitation of USAID intervention in 
certain political circumstances. He stressed the need for just this sort of dialogue and 
suggested that they be further explored, perhaps in regular regional meetings. 
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The panel's moderator was Carol A. Peasley, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Bureau 
for Africa, USAID, Washington. Ms. Peasley noted the importance of linking relief and 
development efforts, and also of integrating food aid into broader development 
strategies. She said that the new draft policy paper represented an approach to that , 

goal. Ms. Peasley said that the session's principal speaker, Carol Lancaster, Deputy . 
Administrator of USAID (Washington), had played an important role in the Agency and 
in the increased prominence of food aid in policy deliberations. 

Ms. Lancaster began by praising food aid as an extraordinary program which not only 
used agricultural surpluses but offered them to other countries for a variety of reasons. 
The program worked so well that it became unnecessary in countries like Israel, Chile, 
and Korea, which now not only feed their own people, but also buy U.S. commodities. 
Today, she said, the food aid program has changed. She stated her purpose: to explain 
the changes which had come about and how they led to efforts to develop a draft paper 
on food aid and food policy. She emphasized that the policy paper was a draft, and had 
been presented at the conference (and at missions) expressly to receive comments and 
reactions. She also praised USAID's Lois Richards and Len Rogers, who helped write 
the policy paper. 

The first reason for drafting a new policy paper, Ms. Lancaster said, was the nature of 
the world food situation. The problem is not producing enough food to feed the world; 
that has been done. Ms. Lancaster cited three short-term challenges: 

1. The 800 million people in the world who are still malnourished. 

2. The great number of food emergencies due to man-made and natural disasters. Ms. 
Lancaster described the amount of money being spent on emergencies as "absolutely 
staggering" and also noted fears that these emergencies may increase in the future. 

3. The need to meet food emergencies at a time when dollar resources are' limited and 
surpluses are no lor~ger available. Also involved with this challenge is providing 
food and relief without exacerbating the emergency, and howto encourage people to 
stay and continue producing, so as not to lose assets. 

' I  

Ms. Lancaster also mentioned what she called a medium-term problem: uncertainty of 
the effects of the GA?T agreements on the market. This uncertainty, she said, mandates 
increased focus on those countries which have difficulty responding to incentives which 
higher prices create. For example, reduced grain subsidies id the U.S; and Europe may . 

-- - 
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result in smaller production, and this may raise the world price for grains. This may 
cause difficulties for ,developing countries, especially those in semi-arid areas. 

The long-term problem, Ms. Lancaster said, is the familiar one of ensuring that the 
world will be able to continue producing adequate food supplies for the next 40 or 50 
years. Uncertainty about long-term food security stems partly from population growth 
and from uncertainty in agricultural productivity. A third factor is development in very 
large countries like China or Russia, and what might happen if incomes rise in a country 
like China and the demand for beef rises. In summary, Ms. Lancaster, said, the Agency 
needs to address food emergencies, identify pockets of hunger, and target long-term 
agricultural productivity. 

Ms. Lancaster added that domestic situations also contributed to the need for a new food 
policy. These included: 

1. Elimination of domestic agricultural surpluses. 

2. Drastic cuts in Title 111 funding, which has been reduced by half in the past two 
years. 

3. The Office of Management and Budget's ceiling on the 150 account, which now 
trades dollar aid directly against food aid in the federal budget. Ms. Lancaster 
added that transportation and subsidies make food dollars more expensive than 
other aid dollars. 

4. Critical Government Accounting' Office reports, some justified, Ms. Lancaster said, 

5. Upcoming discussions on the farm bill. The 1995 reauthorization, Ms. Lancaster 
said, affords an opportunity to rethink food aid. The Agency would like to use this 
opportunity to design a proposal for a revitalized food aid program, one which they 
can show to the USPA, the Office of Management and Budget, and Congress. 

All these reasons, Ms. Lancaster said, compelled the Agency to clarify and focus food aid 
on a limited number of objective$. This will require a capacity to show results: to be 
able to evaluate and analyze resilts before the Congress. 

Ms. Lancaster said that the new policy paper focuses its program in two ways: to focus 
food aid on' food-deficit countries; and to focus resources on activities involving food 

-- . pro8uctiviiy and ~utrition. These hvo factors provide greater coherence for food policy- 
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a coherence, she added, which General Accounting Office reports described as lacking. 
The policy writers included food and nutrition because food is often the key input of 
many programs, certainly of nutrition programs, but also of programs to increase 
agricultural productivity. Concentrating on food deficit countries is a way of ensuring ' 

that food provided is also food needed. 

Ms. Lancaster said that though agriculture and nutrition remain important for USAID 
programs, they have been, and probably will continue to be, under-funded. Food aid 
may be a way of supporting agricultural programming. She mentioned an additional 
factor in budgetary restriction: but hard and soft earmarks require the Agency to 
program money in certain areas, diverting it from others. While programming focus is 
not a straitjacket, there will be more funding for food aid in Africa, and somewhat less in 
Latin America. 

Briefly Ms. Lancaster mentioned other important elements in the policy paper. One ,was 
the integration of food aid into USAID mission strategies; missions will be expected to 
submit these, and food aid, or food security, will be part of strategic frameworks. The 
new policy will require indicators of results. It will also require closer collaboration and 
harmony between the missions and their partners, and greater flexibility for partners in 
programming food aid. 

Ms. Lancaster repeated her desire for input on the policy paper, which was to undergo 
revision beginning the following week. She concluded by saying that food aid has arrived 
at a watershed. It is time to make a case for food aid which Congress and the public 
will accept. If that does not happen, food aid programs will continue to diminish; if it 
does, there will be cause for celebration in another 40 years. 

Carol Peasley introduced the first panelist, Curtis Schaeffer, Director of the Food 
Security Unit at CARE (Atlanta, Georgia). Mr. Schaeffer began by saying that CARE 
has wrestled with the concept of food security for some time, and that there is much 
confusion over what fooa security means and over its practical implications at the field 
level. He commented that the draft policy was well-written and thoughtful, and raised as 
many question as it answers. He ,set out some of the concerns that the draft policy 
raised for CARE: 

1. The focus on agricultural productivity is limiting; small farmers do not live solely 
from their production, and most have other off-farm sources of industry. A CARE 
rapid food. security assessment in Rwanda, for eximple, revealed that while seeds 
and tools are important to provide, the fr- :t that tea plantations there have closed 

p~~---~-~ 
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reduces the ability of farmers to earn sufficient income to survive; many sf them 
depended on that extra income. Mr. Schaeffer said that CARE suppcrts a focus on 
"sustainable livelihood" rather than a strict focus on agriculture. 

2. The paper mentions little about urban food security, though much of Title I1 
resources in fact go to infrastructure and other urban activities. This milieu should 
be addressed. 

3. There needs to bc a distinction between national food security and household food 
security. The different functions of Title 111 (national food security) and Tit!e I1 
programs need to be discussed and defined in the payer. 

4. The geographical focus on Africa and Asia raises concern regarding the exclusion of 
other areas, such as Latin America, where pockets of food insecurity exist. He 
repeated Ted Morse's concern that while the Horn of Africa initiative is important, 
the Agency has missions in only four of 10 couritries there. 

5. The paper is prescriptive and top-down; CARE believes there should first be a 
discussion to identi& food security problems and their causes, followed by 
development of interventions to address food insecurity. 

6. The paper needs a more complete discussion of monetization, and greater flexibility 
in the use of monetized proceeds to support non-food ,development activities. 

7. It is important to remember that food aid programs need good systems and 
competent people to manage them. 

The next speaker was Michael Frank, Director of the Oflice of Program Resource 
Management for Catholic Relief Services (Baltimore, Md.). Mr. Fradc's main topic was 
his concern with where food security fits in with other USAID strategies and,policies. 
He raised the following~oncerns: 

1. Where does food aid fit in with USAID's five pillars of sustainable development? 
Who will decide to support .or not support a country, and will the decision be based 
on food insecurity or on economic factors? Once the policy is completed, where will 
the authority to implement it lie? 
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2. How will the policy address the inconsistencies between food security goals and 
other aims? For example, why is USAID closing missions in some of Africa's most ' 

food insecure countries? 

3. How will the concept of the relief/development continuum reconcile with the need 
to show results? In an emergency impact can be demonstrated, but in longer-term 
development--such as a Title I1 program--impact is harder to show. 

4. USAID's natural desire to focus efforts for budgetary reasons pulls PVOs in the 
wrong direction. To reduce vulnerability to a single donor, PVQs are seeking to 
involve multiple donors, each with its own focus. USATD will need to build 
flexibility into its focus. 

Finally, Mr. Schaeffer congratulated Len Rogers and other authors of the policy paper, 
saying that this was one of the best such papers he had seen. He also mentioned his 
agency's efforts to improve impact measurement, and stressed the importance of the 
Catholic Relief Services' efforts to increase the incomes of women. Emphasis on 
women's income and nutrition, he said, is integral to Titk I1 non-emergency programs. 

Moderator Carol Peasley next introduced Len Rogers, Director of the Oflice of Program 
Planning and Evaluation at USAlD (Washington, D.C.), and one of the principal authors 
of the draft policy paper. Mr. Rogers said that many of USAID'S field missions had 
already responded to the draft. He summarized some of their main concerns, many of 
which parallelled concerns iaentioned during the conference: . . 

The paper must provide more guidance on the specific results the Agency hopes to 
achieve: what are specific measures of impact. (Mr. Rogers noted that other 
agencies which have developed ways of measuring impact quickly stand a better 
chance of continued funding. He also added that the paper's authors intended to 
address this question in subsequent drafts.) 

#' 

The paper pays insufficient attention to income growth and access. Mr. Rogers 
pointed out that the paper defines achieving food security in terms of utilization, 
availability, and access, and.addresses all three, though fxther drafts will need 
greater focus on income growth and access. Most of the poor in food insecure 
countries are small farmers and landless laborers, Mr. Rogers said, so that 
improving agricultural productivity will improve income, and expanding production 
will keep food prices down. 
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A major concern is that the paper recognize the differences among countries and 
their circumstances, in order to allow flexibility to missions. While recognizing that 
need, Mr. Rogers said that USAID Washington is mandated to set priorities, and 
missions must design programs which achieve results according to those priorities. . 
This means that if missions or PVOs feel they can achieve better impacts by 
prioritizing areas outside agricultural productivity and household nutrition, they 
receive an extra burden of demonstrating that impact. The priorities are clear, Mr. 
Rogers repeated, but they are not a strait-jacket, and Washington is willing to 
discuss alternatives. 

Missions were concerned that the paper not oversell the flexibility of food aid. 
Though food aid can accomplish a great deal, it also requires complementary 
resources including dollar assistance, analytical skills, and management skills. 

Speaker Carol Lancaster added that before the question and answer session, she wished 
to reassert the assumptions under which the policy paper was drafted. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Ms. 

In order for a policy to be effective (and to last), it must have a measure of 
coherence. 

The program must demonstrate that it is achieving results, and that it represents a 
responsible use of funds. 

One reason for focusing more heavily on utilization and production (rather than 
access) was that where chronic food insecurity exists, alternative or extra income 
(other than farming) is probably limited. 

Lancaster added that a basic issue was the extent to which Title I1 non-emergency 
activities should be limited. It is not possible to carry out all possible activities under 
Title 11, she said; the policy must have coherence. Funding is diminishing; the program , 

must be made to work. / 

A question and answer period followed. Questions, comments, and speakers' replies 
appear in summary form. - I  

Q: (Sal Penzino, USAlD Bolivia: comments on the policy paper: 
the paper pays little attention to the urban poor. In Bolivia, where 55 percent of 

- - 
the urban population is poor, Title I1 activities have made very significant 
contributions to providing infrastructure and a safety net. 
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there are comparative advantages to Title I1 and Title III activities. Title I1 
works well in municipalities because programs can leverage more resources ($9 
millon worth of food in last year's Urban Work for Food program leveraged an 
additional $41 million). Title I11 works best in rural areas where it can tackle 
infrastructure problems. 
though the paper emphasizes new partnerships between USAID and partners, . 

regulations do not support those partnerships. Title I1 activities require heavy 
day-to-day USAID supervision. 
the increased focus on agricultural productivity in Africa will require policy 
changes, which are the province of Title 111. If USAID loses Title 111, it may be 
"throwing the baby out with the wash." 

Q: (Dan Shaughnessy, Project Concern) 
regarding the cap on the 150 account: what considerations or criteria are in 
place for tradeoffs between development assistance and food aid? 
regarding Mr. Frank's comment on how PVOs are seeking support from various 
donors: it is necessary to understand that other donors will have different 
concerns from USAID. 

Q: (Emily Moore, consultant) 
while' showing results is important, many PVOs do not understand the need to 
show results, or how to do it. 
the paper mentions only quantifiable results, but quantification is not always easy 
or appropriate. The paper should incorporate flexibility on quantifying results. 

Q: (Tim Frankenberger, CARE) On the need to focus resource use: 
precise targeting will increase results 
the paper does not distinguish the roles of Title I1 and Title 111 activities. Also, 
Title I11 impact is harder to measure. So it's important to link goals of the two 
programs in a complementary way. Food security inventories can show where 
wlnerabilities ye ,  and what policies need to be changed to address them. 
his experience in Africa shows that small landholders are generally net 
purchasers of grain. They cannot produce enough food to feed themselves, 
especially in high-density,areas like Malawi and Rwanda. So alternative incomes 
must be as important a part of food security strategy as agricultural programs. 
food aid alone may not make much difference in Africa's long-term food security 
problems. Livelihood systems are not resilient. Without complementary 
investment in economic development and policy dialogue, food aid is only a 
bandage. 

-- 
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Q: (Tom Johnson, USAID Honduras) 
Title 111 is a real concern for Honduras because it has been successful; the 
mission does not want to lose it. For example, agricultural production increased 
7 percent in the first year of the reforms the program supported, and the 
proportion of poor living in program areas dropped by 23 percent. Over 6,000 . 

hillside farmers increased their productivity by 50 percent, their incomes by 
more, An agricultural research program generated nearly $8.5 million and 
created over 6,000 jobs. The program also leveraged a $110 million agricultural 
sector loan from the World Bank and the IADB. These are measurable results 
frcm a Title I11 program. 
a question: why are there no specific criteria for achieving results? The paper 
says programs should have measurable results in 3 to 5 years. But with a lot of 
Title 111 assistance, that isn't realistic. 

A: (Rogers) We have to balance the need to provide food aid to countries that have 
the greatest need, with the requirement to show results. 

Q: (Dave Garms, Food for Peace, U.S. mission to the UN, Rome) 
information technology could help place food where the need is greatest. 
the paper makes no mention of international organizations; providing position 
papers to international organizations would help considerably. 

Q: (Jose Garz6n, USAID Manila) 
it's a good idea to give PVOs greater discretion, but missions seem to be getting 
less and less discretion. Missions are also asked to incorporate food aid into 
strategy statements and to put their money into food aid programs. There is no 
meaningful role for missions, and that is why they're not interested in food aid. 
There needs to be real .decentralization of authority to the field so that missions 
and PVOs can put together programs that make sense for their country. That is 
the way to achieve partnership and integration. 

Q: (Andres Landor, In~ernational Committee of the Red Cross) 
food aid is not cheap, and the cost increases even more with shipping. But many 
European donors deliver most of their food in the form of triangular operations. 
This means buying the f o ~ d  in neighboring countries. This gives a cost 
advantage, and may provide food which is more adapted to local needs. 

Q: (Mike Harvey, USAID Ethiopia) 
I want to reiterate that Title I1 takes care of one problem, Title 111 takes care of 
another. They are both necessary. 
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NGO grants should be made without reference to goveinment field missions. 
That is, USDA should not take over worldwide NGO grants. This is a recipe for 
disaster. 

Q: (Joe Gettier, REDSO, Nairobi) 
the Food for Peace office operates on a very small staff: 35 people responsible 
for an $800 million budget, 5 people responsible for a $420 million emergency 
budget. Will there be an increase? 

Q: (Kate Johnson, USAID, a nutritionist) 
the paper needs to strengthen the importance of good nutritional practices 
already in place, such as breast feeding. Also, is there a policy regarding the 
distribution of infant formula in emergency situations? 

A: Not that I'm aware of. 

Q: (Tracy Atwood, Office of Agriculture and Food Security, Global Bureau, USAID) 
the paper's emphasis on food aid programming in countries where there is a 
food gap leaves out a country like India, where there is enough food as a whole, 
yet the country has the largest malnourishment in the world. 
the paper should include efforts to make markets work, because food could 
moved from other countries, where there are surpluses, if marketing systems 
began to function. 
don't say, as the paper does, that there is a need for more funding for agriculture. 
but there isn't going to be any. At least make the argument. 

Q: (Heather Goldman, USAID India) 
in India we have gone through the strategic planning process, and we have 
decided to use food aid resources to support population control and women's 
empowerment. 
in a country as big as India, impact indicators are vital. 

/ 

Carol Peasley cut the question and answer session short so that Carol Lancaster could 
make concluding remarks. After thanking conference participants for their thoughtful 
commentary, Ms. Lancaster made brief replies to some of the questions and comments 
which came up. 

there will be no radical increases in the Food for Peace staff. 
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to Dan Shaughnessy's question on tradeoffs between PL 480 programs and dollar . 
programs: that the program is already diminishing is even more reason to provide 
evidence of the program's value and impact. 

0 it is important to program food aid in conjunction with broader program objectives. 

regarding flexibility for mission programming: Washington has a mandate to set up 
policy objectives and parameters. Missions have the flexibility to program against 
agreed parameters and objectives. Activities aren't Washington-driven or mission- 
driven; we hope that they are a collaboration. 

regarding the wish for more money supporting agriculture: it would be nice. There 
is a semantic problem; this paper is a policy paper, but it is not an overall strategy. 
Food security is broad enough to be sustainable development. There are strategies 
in the missions, which might not correspond exactly with our overall simicgies. We 
have to make tradeoffs, and focus what we do, otherwise we have difficulty justifying 
our existence as an agency. 

Mr. Kramer closed the session thanking the participants for their comments, which he 
said would result in a more informed policy paper. He also provided a preview of the 
afternoon sessions, which would deal with legislative issues surrounding food aid. 
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Mr. Kramer introduced this session as an especially important one. USAID is preparing 
an administrative position in advance of the 1995 reauthorization of the Farm Bill; and 
the panelists were to discuss various legislative aspects related to that bill. He 
introduced the panel moderator, Jill BucWey, Assistant Administrator for the Bureau for 
Legislative and Public Aff'airs (BLP), USAID (Washington, D.C.). 

Ms. Buckley announced that because of the GATT negotiations, three of the four 
scheduled panelists were unable to attend. The alternative plan, to use the session 
productively, was to discuss the prospects for the Farm Bill's reauthorization and the 
major issues, and then open the floor for questions. First, however, Ms. Buckley 
described her job at LPA. LPA is a merged bureau which combines public affairs with 
legislation to build and inform the Agency's constituency. The bureau conducts outreach 
to Capitol Hill, PVOs and NGOs, contractors, universities, the business'community, 
ethnic groups, and other constituents, and aims to find out how to conduct this outreach 
in the most honest and transparent way possible. 

The Farm Bill is not the only upcoming legislation of concern to USAID. A new bill, 
the Peace, Prosperity and Democracy Act (PPDA), if passed, will replace the Foreign 
Assistance Act. The bill has been marked up in the Senate and is now under discussion 
in the House; the bill will come up in January of 1995. Administrator Atwood feels this 
bill is a critical part of USAID'S reform. 

The Agency also seeks input on what position the administration should take for the 
reauthorization discussions. The Agency would like io incorporate Food for Peace in the 
farm legislation, and to put it into context with USAID'S five overall targets under 
sustainable development: supporting economic growth, building democracies, stabilizing 
world population, protecting health, and providing humanitarian assistance. 

Panelists, Ms. Buckley said, would discuss the major issues in the 1995 Farm Bill 
revisions, the timeline Congress would probably follow in pursuing the amendments, and 
the roles which committ'ees, PVOs, NGOs, and the administration will play in the 
reauthorization. She introduced the first panelist, Kathleen Bertelsen Moazed, 
Professional Staff, Subcommittee on Economic Policy, Trade & Environment, House 
Committee on Foreign AfTairs, ~ h s h i n ~ t o n ,  D.C. 

Ms. Bertelsen Moazed explained that the Committee on Foreign Affairs shares 
jurisdiction with the House Agriculture Committee on Food for Peace, and will begin 
working on the new legislation in the fall af 1994 and spring.of 1995. The process will 
probably begin in February 1995,with discussions on Title I1 andeTit1e 111; and the 
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committees will begin writing legislation in March and April. Ms. Bertelson Moazed 
emphasized her committee's desire for input from food aid professionals before writing 
the legislation. 

The panelist mentioned what she saw as major issues in the upcoming legislation: 

Divisions of authority in Titles I, 11, and 111. The goal of these divisions when they 
were established in 1990 was to allow each agency to manage its responsibility 
without interference. 

How Title I1 is working for PVO partners: has their role become more constructive 
since the 1990 legislation, and can their input in policy formation and 
implementation be made more effective? 

Funding levels, very important because PL 480 has come under, attack (as have all 
foreign aid programs) because of budget constraints. Setting five-year levels is very 
important. 

The balance between emergency and development funding. 

plansfor a strategic food reserve, so that emergencies do not siphon funds or money 
from other programs. 

How to enhance development under Title I1 while still meeting humanitarian needs. 
(A problem, .Ms. Bertelsen Moazed said, is that Congress does not understand the 
potential power of Food for Peace in development. Congress must be educated on 
the importance of maintaining this balance.) 

How is Title 111 working? It has worked in Ethiopia, but the Committee needs 
examples of other countries in which Title 111 has proven effective. 

/ 

A concise definition of food security; PVO communities have complained that 
USAID has been unresponsive in developing this definition. 

I 

The n:ed for grass roots support for food aid: letters from constituents expressing 
support for food aid programs or the food aid work of PVO partners. This support 
is vital, because food aid is poorly understood in Congress. 
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Ms. Buckley introduced a stand-in panelist, Bruce White, a staff member on the House 
Subcommittee on Foreign Agriculture and Hunger, Mr. Buckley mentioned some of the 
ideas the Subcommittee is considering: 

J 

1. PL 480 could function as part of the development trade continuum, as a means to' , 

provide basic humanitarian needs for food security. This would be a way of 
achieving a series of long-term goals, including enhanced trade opportunities for 
countries around the world. 

2. Reaching that stage would require strong development efforts; and Title I received a 
critical report from the General Accounting Agency. So the Subcommittee is 
considering developing endowments to monetize food under Title I. (These ideas 
might also apply to Title 11.) There is discussion of a pilot, for example, to carry out 

broad-based agricultural economic development through an endowment financed by 
commodity monetization. 

3. PVOs working in the PL 480 program have a unique relationship with USAID; the 
Subcommittee is considering how to best manage PVO activities under PL 480. 

Ms. Buckley introduced the second panel stand-in, Joseph A. Fredericks, Legislative 
Oflicer with USAID'S Bureau for Legislative and Public Aff'airs, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Fredericks explained the process by which the Farm Bill reauthorization works. 
USAID (under the leadership of Lois,Richards) and USDA are discussing how the bill 
should be rewritten. In November or December, suggestions from both agencies will be 
forwarded to the Office of Management and Budget. Because food aid is a foreign aid 
program, the State Department will also be involved. In early 1995, preliminary hearings 
begin on Capitol Hill. 

At present, Mr. Frederi&s said, the Agency is in the process of formulating ideas, and is 
very interested in suggestions from all stakeholders. USAID will consult with PVOs, 
missions, producers, and processors, to ensure that the process goes in the right direction. 

' I 

Following the panelists' presentations, Ms. Buckley opened the floor for discussion and 
questions. Comments and questions are summarized below. 
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Q: (David Atwood, USAID Bangladesh) Let me explain the usefulness of Title 111. It's 
an effective development program. Bangladesh has a real need for food, though 
there has been progress. Title I11 in Bangladesh has helped eliminate subsidies to 
the middle class. As a result, some members of the middle class are buying some 
commercially imported food. This effort also focused attention on getting food to 
those who really need it. In addition, Title I11 local currencies have helped expand 
government health and family planning programs. I also would like to know what 
the constituency fop PL 480 is. 

Q: (Arthur Silver, I JSAID Asia/Near East) Is it reasonable to require demonstration 
of measurable impact as a requirement for continued support for food aid? Things 
with easily demonstrated impact are not necessarily the most effective, and 
demonstrating impact costs money. 

A. (Bertelson Moazed) Congress dislikes foreign aid, and USAID has institutional 
problems. Demonstrating impact may prove that activities are working and should 
be continued. 

(Buckley) Management for results is a strategy for development, which is our 
business. But Congress doesn't like foreign aid because its constituents don't like 
foreign aid. Taxpayers are reasonable in asking for a demonstration of why they 
should support development, and in asking for results. 

(Bertelsen Moazed) At the grass roots you can say that Americans don't like foreign 
aid, but do they like to feed hungry children, or see them immunized? When you 
break thi-~gs down that way you can get support. If Congress and its constituents 
felt comfortable with what we're doing, that will be an important factor in their 
support. 

(Buckley) USAID has not explained its work well; its field successes have not been 
publicized. 

A. (Frederick) PL 480 moves almost a billion dollars of commodities overseas a year, 
so there are processors and. producers who support it. There are also shipping 
organizations, because U.S. flagship move most of PL 480 commodities. The 
problem for Title 111 is that the constituents don't care where the money is 
programmed--under Title I or I1 or 111. So Title I11 has a weaker constituency than 
development assistance programs. 
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(White) Agricultural trade magazines often mention PL 480, and the program is a 
big motivator in that community. Traditional constituents are not as interested as 
they might be because they don't see PL 480 as a potential benefit for them. We 
need to highlight PL 480's potential for trade. 

(Bertelsen Moazed) The chairman of our committee wants to know why we just 
give all those commodities away. B u , ~  he likes to hear that we asked for 
macroeconomic reform in exchange f i r  those commodities. So Title I11 is a good 
answer to people's complaints about foreign aid programs. 

Q: (Joe Gettier, REDSO) Americans are generous to NGOs and donate large amounts - 

to charity, and the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance is very well funded. It 
seems inconsistent that Congress finds food aid less worthy. 

A. (Bertelsen Moazed) The problem is that everything gets lumped together as money' , . 
going overseas. And the news footage helps. But people on our committee have 
started wondering when it's ever going to end. They get compassion fatigue. And 
with Title I1 programs, there's no disaster but there's an ongoing need, and we need 
a five year bi~dget for what we think might happen. 
(Fredericks) And PL 480 doesn't separate out budget functions as other budget 
requests do. 

Q: (Rudy Vigil, USAID Burkina Faso) I'd like to comme'nt on emergency food 
reserves. They're costly and management intensive, but they're vcry good for 
addressing emergencies quickly. You could reserve a percentage of your program 
for monetizing accounts in an emergencies, and buy grain quickly, perhaps in other 
countries. (It usually takes about eight months to get the commodities once a need 
is determined.) 

A. (White) The World Food Program is doing similar things. 
/ 

Q: (Roberta.van Haeftner, food policy advisor, USAID Bureau for Latin America and 
the Caribbean) I want to say more about Title 111 programs in Latin America. We 
have very good programs, w'e've come a long way in a short time. Title I11 can 
leverage political reform, and it works best with development assistance. We've had 
good success in agriculture in Honduras and Nicaragua, using Title I11 reforms to 
leverage reforms in trade policy and marketing. We have evidence of important 
impact on increased agricultural production in Honduras, But we've also used Tide 
I11 in Nicaragua to leverage policy reforms in health care, to increase focus on water 
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and sanitation, which is important in food utilization and nutrition. These are wide- . 

ranging programs, but they're integrated with mission food security objectives. And 
they work well with Title I1 programs. We've achieved measurable impact in 
Honduras. In summary, Title 111 is a very useful tool for food security. 

Q: (Bob Sears, USAID/Abidjan) PVOs and missions can have legitimate differences in 
priorities. When that is the case, whose program is it? What is the legislative basis 
to answer that? 

A. (Bertelsen h zed) We don't want to micromanage! Seriously, there have been 
complaints to ils from PVOs. It's risky to generalize, but I would say the program is 
the PVO's with USAID oversight. 

Q: (Mike Harvey, USAID Ethiopia) Will USDA be implementing Title I programs in 
the same places where USAID has missions? Or worse, will USDA manage 
programs from Washington? There is already asprecedent in the Food for Progress ' 
grants to the Newly Independent States, which were done in Washington without 
regard to field arrangements. 

A. (White) With Title I programs we are looking at countries near or at graduation 
from USAID programs, which might become trading partners. Also, the Agriculture 
Committee's feeling is that USDA has much expertise to offer; agriculture is not 
USAID's forte, nor is agriculture one of the Agency's five developmental pillars. 

(Mike Frank, Catholic Relief Services) I work in a Baltimore soup kitchen and I'm 
amazed every day at the great compassion that exists in the U.S. My suggestion is 
that we get the public more involved in food aid programs. There's a Canadian 
program in which farmers contribute part of their crop for assistance. This might be 
a consideration as we seek public support. 

(Buckley) USAID has also started a program called "Lessons Without Borders", and 
wz did an event in Baltimore, bringing field workers to talk to people there about 
their common problems. In Baltimore there are problems with illiteracy, 
immunization; they're trying to start people with microenterprises. There are similar 
programs in Boston .and Seattle. 

Q: (Bob Sears, Food for Peace, Africa) We have a story to tell on the use of all PL 
480 resources, and we haven't told it well. Several months ago we almost totally lost 
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Title 111; it was restored on a technicality, not because of empirical evidence. The , 

reauthorization of the Farm Bill gives us another opportunity to improve PL 480. 
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Mr. Robert ~ r a m e r  opened the afternoon's final session by saying that during this 
session, USAID'S food aid partners including producers, proctssors, and shippers would 
discuss their view of PL 480 programs, He introduced the session's moderator, Ellen S. 
Levinson, Executive Director of the Coalition for Food Aid (Washington, D.C.). 

Ms. Levinson described her work on behalf of PVOs and cooperatives which conduct 
overseas food aid programs under Title I1 and other authorities, and her role in relating 
their concerns to policy-makers in Congress and in the Administration. She said that she 
finds much consistency, despite diversity, among PVOs in that they respect each other's 
missiorls and their right to carry these missions out. Eac:! organization, she said, is a 
constituency in itself, sending not only food or cash, but also the message that people 
care about the hungry overseas. 

Ms. Levinson said that she was dismayed to see a food security policy paper which 
speaks of scarcity as if the U.S. did not produce enough food to supply at least a part of 
overbeas needs. If the U.S. abandons its heritage as a provider of commodities for 
domestic, trade and humanitarian use, and cannot take a leading role in food security, 
she said, the country is taking a long step backwards. I; is necessary to broaden our 
minds, she said, and realize that USAID'S internal changes are only a part of the world 
of food aid. This panel, Ms. Levinson added, would introduce conference participants to 
part of that broader world. She first introduced Carl Schwensen, Executive Vice 
President of the National Association of Wheat Growers, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Schwensen gave a history of I'L 480 from the wheat growers' perspective. In the 
1950s, he said, when PL 480 was developed, wheat growers developed self-help programs 
to use PL 480 in overseas markets. At that time wheat exports amounted to 
approximately 7 million tons, with PL 480 accounting for 60 percent of product. This 
percentage soon grew to 75 percent. Marketing programs in Japan in the post-war era, 
and used farmer dollars which were later enhanced by USDA funding. 

The Wheat Growcrs Asgociation has 13 foreign offices serving local markets with mobile ' 
kitchens, milling and bakers' programs, and educating users with sophisticated milling 
and baking techniques on modern machinery. So wheat growers helped push PL 480 
through Congress, and carried out demand-based programs in foreign markets. Today 
wheat exports have expanded almost fivefold. Although PL 480 only represents about 19 
percent of wheat exports, and f.,mers receive less goverment support, wheat growers 
continue to support PL 480, Mr. Schwensen said. 
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Wheat growers will have to conform export programs to the GATT agreements, the 
panelist continued. Early during the negotiations, wheat growers and other farm 
organizations tried to recycle money which could not be spent on export subsides into 
designated programs, including crop insurance subsidies, agricultural research programs, 
and PL 480, into "green box" programs, exempt from discipline. At stake is $1.7 billion; . 
its fate [as of September 201 is still undetermined. Also, wheat growers want to use 
unallocated export subsidy monies for PL 480, and spend them as quickly as possible. 
Major exporting countries have been buying their market share. Wheat growers look 
forward to satisfactory resolution of the GATT discussions. 

Mr. Schwensen added that his association has held about 11 million acres (with the 
potential for producing 11 million tons of wheat) in semi-permanent reserve through the 
Conservation Reserve Program. Contracts will mature, and acreage will come back into 
production, in 1995. Whether the U.S. or the world market can absorb it is doubtful. 
The PL 480 discussions will include decisions on what to do with this acreage and the 
potentid production it can yield, 

The next panelist was John M. Wise, Assistant Export Manager of  ADM Milling 
Company, Inc., Overland Park, Kansas. Mr. Wise began by stating that ADM is one of 
at least seven manufacturers who have provided processed, blended, fortified foods 
specifically for Title I1 programs. He described Title I1 as a unique program involving 
partnerships among industry, USAID, and PVOs. Part of ADM's role has been to help 
this partnership develop; another part has been continuing quality management and 
improvement to ensure that food aid programs run smoothly. So PL 480 is important to 
the food processing industry for several reasons:, 

1. Volume. In 1994 over a million tons of processed foods and 500 million pounds of 
bagatelle grains, and 300 million tons of whole grains went through Title II and the 
Food for Progress program. 

2. Program longevity./ First, PL 480 supports American interest in eliminating 
worldwide hunger; second, the program allows US. leadership in the fight against 
hunger. . 

' I  

3. Export of value-added commodities. This aspect has employment and economic 
spinoffs benefitting packers, transporters, railroads, stevedores, and ocean carriers. 
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These factors, Mr. Wise said, garner continuing political support for PL 480, and this 
support has helped make the program a strong tool for development, promotion of 
humanitarian interest abroad, and domestic economic growth. 

Mr. Wise said that industry took a middleman role in Title 11, supporting management of 
food programs. He cited some recent changes in the food processing industry which 
contribute to the delivery of higher-quality goods: 

double-sealed bags to further decrease transit losses. 
seal peel testing for mills to control the quality of packaging and seals. 
a study on the viability of vitamin A, with an eye to using vegetable oil to carry the 
vitamin and enhance its shelf life. 
monitoring of ship loading to prevent damaged goods from being transported 
overseas. 
standardized rail car loading facilities. 

Mr. Wise explained that the concept of processing and fortifying food began in the 1960s 
and 1970s to address protein calorie malnutrition. Combining mineral and caloric 
enrichment with cereal and soys, he said, produced nutritive supplements useful, for 
example, for nursing women, without raising the cost. 

The speaker acknowledged the difficulty of managing food distribution programs, and the 
added complication of .negative public perception of foreign aid, and reiterated his 
industry's support of PL 480. Food as a tool, he went on, cannot replace good 
management; the usefulness of PL 480 programs depends on the skills, interest, and 
commitment of donor agencies, including USAID, to addressing hunger issues. . 

Mr. Wise brought up several questions and concerns concerning PL 480 and the draft 
policy paper: 

1. How relevant is thd packaging of commodities to food aid programs now and in the 
future? The food processing industry would like feedback. 

2. Legislative minimums are mbre honored in the breach; if USAID will not meet 
these minimums and subminimums, how does that skew commodity requests for 
these programs? (will USAID, in trying to approach subminimum, simply fill in 
gaps with whole grain? This would reflect negatively on other types of processed 
foods.) 

- -- - - - pp - - 
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How can donors protect non-emergency programs while trying to meet emergency 
needs on a restricted budget? You can't turn a regular program on and off like a 
spigot and expect it to work effectively. (Mr. Wise said he doubted that Title II was 
originally intended for the heavy demands current emergencies are making on it.) 

Regarding the policy paper: though the draft policy mentions that sustainable 
programs must be based on grass roots involvement, USAID drafted the paper top- 
down, without discussing issues with the volunteer community. 

Agricultural policy is generally looked at as a residual policy; what is not used will 
go to export programs, which marginalizes the importance of export programs so 
that food aid, essentially, has been a temporary program for 40 years. There needs 
to be emphasis of programs like PL 480 higher in the power structure. 

It would be useful to develop emergency food reserves to ease current strains on 
relief and development systems. 

Though the policy paper emphasizes Africa, USATD is closing many of its 
missions. Does this mean that food programs and support for voluntary food 
aid agencies will also close down? Is that closedown done to support an 
appearance of consistency, and if so, does that not downgrade the importance of 
food aid programs by not evaluating them on the basis of their individual 
worth? Or could regional offices take over programs where missions have 
closed? 

A problem with narrowing focus is that as USAID limiis the basis on which it will 
consider programs, it may preempt innovative programs which PVOs may propose. 

The next speaker was William V. Brierre, Jr., Senior Vice President of Lykes Brothers 
Steamship Co., Inc., Washington, D.C. Mr. Brierre attended the conference.on behalf of 
the maritime liner indugtry. Liners provide regularly scheduled service to designated 
trade routes. Liners are also distinguished by the size and type of ship (container ships, 
multipurpose twin deckers, lash vessels, railroads, barges), and by the number of shippers 
represented on board (liners have multiple bills of lading to various destinations). 

Lykes Brothers, founded in 1900 in Tampa by a pediatrician turned farmer turned 
shipper, is a part of the U.S. flag liner industry, which includes seven companies 
operating about 100 vessels. To increase operating efficiency, Lykes Brothers has 
replased its fleets seve~al time sinee it was founded in 1900. Liners have been carqing 
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cargo for the Food for Peace program, Mr. Brierre said, since its inception. The flag 
liner industry has been an innovator in carrying cargo safely to developing countries. 
Some of these innovations involved other industries in the transportation network, 
including rail, truck, inland waterway, and port systems. Liners are part of a much larger 
domestic constituency which has built up around Food for Peace, and which contributes 
billions of dollars to the U.S. economy. Mr. Brierre said he was distressed by the 
reduced funding and further cuts proposed in food aid. His industry, he said, will fight 
for increased funding for the farm bill. He added that if food aid stakeholders don't 
work together, they will work against each other. 

The last panelist was Constantine Papavizas, partner with Dyer, Ellis, Joseph & Mills, 
Washington, D.C., representing the bulk industry. Because of time constraints, Mr. 
Papavizas spoke very briefly, first noting his industry's support of PL 480. He said that 
about 120 bulk ocean-going ships, about one-third of the U.S. flag fleet, transported food 
aid during the past few years. Food aid is very important to the U.S. flag fleet, Mr. 
Papavizas said, and the bulk industry will support food aid during the Farm Bill 
discussions. 

Ellen Levinson allowed time for only one question, as the session had run overtime. 

Q: (Bob Sears, REDSOIWCA) If liners are replacing their fleets for more cost 
efficiency, why are U.S. rates so expensive? 

A: (Brierre) Part of the cost is because we are U.S. flag vessels, and we have to 
' 

employ American crews. This is more expensive. Also, we have had to build ships 
in the U.S., which is more expensive than building them abroad. It depends on what 
kind of business you're referring to; cargoes moving in containers or in liner parcels 
often move under conference rates'that have a membership with foreign lines. The 
rates are the same. Bulk or tramp vessels, which compete in an unregulated market, 
will reflect company cost structures. Foreign vessels will be operating with crews of 
various nationalitie~, and will have lower cost structures. 

Robert Kramer then wrapped up the day's session by thanking the panel and talking 
briefly about Wednesday's sessiorls. He stressed the need for input from the field on the 
draft policy paper, and said that the morning breakout sessions, in which working groups 
would apply questions about the policy paper to their designated countries, would help to 
test the policy's validity and implications. 
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- Country working groups convened Wednesday morning to consider how the draft USAID 
policy on food aid resources would affect the delivery of food and related resources in 

- - 
each of the five countries (Bolivia, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Armenia. This. 
discussion was an important element of the conference as it applied field skills to 

- 

- 
examine Washington's vision of the future of food aid. 

The draft policy paper lists six major points for consideration: 

Greater priority in allocating food aid should be given to countries most in need of 
food, which will mean that during the foreseeable future an increasing share of U.S. 
food aid will go to Africa. 

Greater priority should be given to programs focused on enhancing agricultural 
productivity and improving household nutrition, which will mean USAID will be 
better able to demonstrate the benefits food aid has for poor and hungry people. 

Food aid should be integrated to a greater extent with other USAID resources. 
Food aid by itself is rarely sufficient to achieve food security objectives. Proceeds 
from the monetization of food should complement direct feeding programs or should 
be used for development programs which enhance agricultural productivity and 
improve household nutrition. 

Greater attention and resources should be allocated to strengthening the program 
development. and management capacity of USAID'S food aid partners, the Private 
Voluntary Organizations, and the World Food Program. USATD field missions will 
strengthen collaboration and dialogue in working to achieve mutually agreed 
objectives. 

Greater budgetary flexibility needs to be developed so that necessary resources are 
available to respond to emergencies without draining away food aid planned for 
development programs. 

Greater priority should be gi(.en to the relief to development continuum. Food 
insecure countries must be prepared to cope with recurring drought and even with 
political conflict. Equally important, relief programs must ensure families are able 
to return as quickly as possible to productive lives. 
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Each of the country working groups referred to these six points while addressing two 
basic questions: 
A. Do the six statements above represent a shift of policy which will have positive 

effects and/or create new opportunities for your case study country? 

B. Are there other significant policy and management implications from the six 
statements above, positive and negative, which may affect your case study country? 
What is the specific impact of ongoing country programs? 

Robert Kramer opened the session by introducing the moderator, Jeanne Markunas, 
Deputy Director of the Oflice of Food for Peace (USAID, Washington, DOC,). Ms. 
Markunas lauded the conference as the first opportunity in many years for food aid 
professionals to meet and exchange views with each other, both formally at sessions and 
informally during coffee break. Conference accomplishments, she said, included more 
than celebrating the 40-year history of Food for Peace; it was also vital to be able to 
discuss the draft policy paper, issues for the upcoming farm bill, ways to use food aid to 
better support sustainable development, and the meaning of the relief/development 
continuum. Even so, she said, discussions only scratched the surface. 

The first to speak was Roberta van Haeftner, representing the Bolivia working group. 
Ms. van Haeftner said that the new emphasis on allocating food to the most needy 
countries was unlikely to hwe a positive impact on Bolivia. There was concern in the 
group that Latin America had been excluded from the policy paper. The feeling was 
that it was necessary to focus not on a region but on food insecurity. As a whole, Africa . 
is the most food insecure region, but parts of Latin America are extremely food insecure. 
This is especially the case in Bolivia, where disasters can lead to transitory food 
insecurity. The group felt, basic'ally, that the paper should use f ~ o d  insecurity as a basis 
for allocating food aid. An additional criteria should be the past history of food aid 
impact. 

There was much conceM about the priority given to enhancing agricultural productivity 
and nutrition,, and a feeling that this would again affect Bolivia negatively. Ms. van 
Haeftner said the proper focus would be on food insecurity, and referred to another 
participant's suggestion of focusihg activities on recipients rather than limiting activities. 
The Bolivia group also felt programs should be measured and evaluated according to 
clear objectives. 

An additiolial problem in the case of Bolivia, Ms. van Haeftner said, is that the paper 
offg~s BO ftamgwo~k for the many u ~ b a n  pour whieh eortsthute many of ffelivia's food 
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insecure groups.. Nor does the paper address Bolivia's rural poor, with whom the basic 
cause of food insecurity is lack. of land base and therefore, lack of income. Ms. van 
Haeftner mentioned that a restructuring of Bolivia's Title 111 program does focus on 
these two groups. 

The Bolivian group responded positively, on the whole, to the paper's third point, about 
integrating food aid with other USAID resources. However, the group felt that the 
emphasis on agriculture and nutrition would make integration difficult; more flexibility 
would increase the chances of integration. 

The group wanted to broaden the stipulation of strengthening PVO partnerships to 
include local partners and recipients, including PVOs. They also supported more training 
for partners, though this would be a trade-off because most PVOs want to use their 
funding for programs. The group felt that better management from headquarters and 
within the World Food Program would improve the efficiency of field operations. 

The Bolivia group felt that greater budgetary flexibility would benefit their country, 
especially in its use of cash resources. The emphasis on the relief/development 
continuum concerned the group, however, because it implies a linear relationship 
between two states which are interrelated in complex ways. Bolivia appears to be in the 
development side of the "continuum." However, continuing food aid is vital to build the 
country's resiliency, should another disaster occur. Ms. van Haeftner concluded by saying 
that at this point in the paper, there should be acknowledgement of the complex factors, 
including political, economic, and cultural factors, that can give rise to food insecurity. 
Ms. van Haeftner said the phrase "the best defense is a good offense" summed up where 
Bolivia was in terms of development. 

Ms. Markunas introduced Heather Goldman, Food for Peace Oflicer, India, representing 
the Bangladesh group. Ms. Goldman said that though the policy paper described an 
emphasis on Africa, the majority of the world's malnourished live in Asia. Bangladesh, 
for example, relies on donor food for its malnourished; the country needs its resources 
for development programs. So the policy shift towards Africa could have enormous 
effects, especially short-term ones, on household-level food security in Bangladesh. 

' I 

The group felt that the policy's emphasis on agricultural productivity would have little 
positive effect if development assistance was not accompanied by monetization. In 
addition, the policy must be flexible enough to allow links between infrastructure 
development, increased agricultural productivity, and 'improved nutrition; and this will 
take time. The Bangladesh group felt, also, that the paper defined "nkt~iiion" narmwIy, a 
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and that this narrow definition would preclude using food resources for sudden-onset 
disaster response. 

The group felt that food aid in Bangladesh and in Asia was integrated with other USAID 
resources, and that the policy stated this clearly. As to strengthening PVOs, the group 
felt that funding was limited, and policy authors should consider the trade-offs the policy 
implies for other development-supported food security efforts. Regarding strengthening 
the World Food Program, the group felt that USAID should consider the management 
and resource implications for USAID. 

When discussing the point on budgetary flexibility, the group agreed that an emergency 
reserve was vital.' They also agreed that demonstrating impact would require a 
commitment of 3 to 5 years or longer. A subgroup also mentioned the.importance of 
Title 111 and the need for flexibility within that program to address disaster response. 

As to the relief/development continuum, the group felt that Bangladesh had invested in 
long-term development, and exemplified a commitment to self-sufficiency in dealing with 
frequent natural disasters, and hoped that the new policy will not reduce support for 
development and thus make millions of people vulnerable to food insecurity. 

Ms. Goldman said her group discussed the implications of the draft policy on Bangladesh 
and found that Asia and Bangladesh rated a high priority for continued efforts to achieve 
food security. Bangladesh will also require monetization to' maximize the impact of food. , 
Ms. Goldman illustrated her point with an anecdote: a program in a small Indian town 
documented steady growth rates among children receiving food aid; but suddenly the 
children's weight dropped sharply. The reason, she found, was an epidemic of measles; 
there had been no effort at immunization. This indicated, Ms. Goldman said, that it was 
not enough to think of food as food; the program must accommodate all areas that are 
important to health. 

Ms Goldman conclude&by saying that the Bangladesh group felt strongly that the policy 
paper must define and clarify the meaning of "partnerships." This clarification is crucial 
to the food aid program's existence and ownership as PVOs diversify their funds. 

' I 

Ms. MarA~nas next introduced Mike Harvey, Chief of USAID's Oflice of Food for 
Humanitarian Assistance, Addis Ababa, representing the Ethiopia working group. Mr. 
Harvey commented first that the policy paper does not specify prioritizing Africa or 
South Asia; it specifies prioritizing those countries where food insecurity is a defining 
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' problem. The problem, he said, lay in the phrase which followed, which said: 
"therefore, more food will go to Africa." 

The group felt that Ethiopia would benefit from the policy's emphasis, for though the 
country has had good food aid support, levels have been unpredictable. The real 
advantage to Ethiopia, the group felt, would come from programming food on a 
consensus based on macro-level need indicators. This would provide predictable input. 
The group expressed concern about seeing good programs cut, and disliked the idea of 
Africa competing with other regions for funding. 

The group approved of the paper's emphasis on agricultural production; this is a critical 
need in Ethiopia, where agricultural productivity is alarmingly low. Mr. Harvey cited the 
usefulness of the approaches offered by Titles I1 and 111. However, he said the paper 
needs to define the roles of these two resources more closely. The Ethiopia group also 
discussed the importance of livestock, rather than crgps, to their country's access to food. 
There was concern that resources would go to high-productivity villages, when food 
insecurity is greater in low-productivity areas. 

The group approved of the emphasis on the relief/development continuum; it was largely 
felt that this issue was more of a problem in Africa than in other regions. 

The group expressed concern regarding delegation of authority to field professionals; it 
was felt that food aid professionals needed to seek more approval from Washington than 
professionals from other fields. The group suggested that Washington allot specific 
amounts of Title I1 and Title I11 funds, and allow the field to determine where the funds 
will go, based on an approved strategic plan. This would allow flexibility for 
monetization and for PVO funding, as well as creative uses of resources which current 
regulations do not permit. 

Finally, the group pointed out the inconsistency between the paper's stated intention of 
sending food where it ismost needed, and closing missions in most of the countries 
where food is most needed. 

The next speaker was Robert Sears, Regional Otlicer of Food for Peace, USAID, 
Abidjan, who presented the findings of the Rwanda group. In the interest of saving time, 
the group answered the first question briefly: the six policy statements represented a 
shift which would not have a positive effect on Rwanda, To the second question on 
policy and management implications, they shortcomings in the paper as it .applied to 
Rwanda. 
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Rwanda, the group agreed, is a man-made disaster, and this disaster has generated 
massive numbers of refugees who need relief. The group discussed the need to 
coordinate the many donors involved in Rwanda relief efforts, and commented that a 
governing body was necessary. 

The group also felt that the policy paper did not address the way in which food aid 
would mesh with other multilateral agencies which USAID supports; for example, will 
USAID support a proposal which does not conform to Agency policy? 

And following the accomplishment of immediate security goals for Rwanda, there would 
be a need for a transition to development, through a mix of Title I1 and Title III 
programs. Rwanda is a special case in that monetization cannot take place inside the 
country because of the market collapse; monetization might be shifted to a neighboring 
country like South Africa and its proceeds used for development and integration in 
Rwanda. The special case of Rwanda would also require the consent of the Rwandan 
government and of neighboring countries--or perhaps a temporary "colonization" by a 
neighbor in the event that Rwanda will not cooperate. 

The group approved of the use of food resources for improved agricultural production. 
Necessary resources included local seeds and further cash support, and possibly, as the 
country goes into a transition mode, a development p d k y  within the country. This 
would probably require opening a new USAID office in Rwanda. In general, Mr. Sears 
summarized, his group had focused on Rwanda's need for policy reform and on ways of . , 

using food aid resources to leverage that reform. 

Ms. Ma.rkunas introduced Harlan Hale, of CARE (Atlanta), as  the representative of the 
fifth country group, Armenia. Mr. Hale spoke first on the policy's Africa focus, saying 
that greater need should have more weight than geography in determining priorities. 
The group felt that in allccating Title I11 funds, macro indicators would be sufficient. 
However, many countries with good overall indicators house pockets of desperate 
hunger; therefore, to allbcate Title I1 funds it would be necessary to target vulnerable 
groups within a country. Mr. Hale added that political pressure from groups in the U.S. 
might be a significant factor in assistance to this country. 

I 

The group felt that for Armenia, income generation was probably a more important 
focus than agriculture or nutrition. Members felt that the paper addresses food 
availability through agricultural production, and utilization through nurrition, but fails to 
address access or purchasing power. 
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The group approved of the paper9s.emphasjs on integrating food' aid with other 
resources. On the point about strengthening partner capacity, the group felt that local 
institutions should also receive attention. On budgetary flexibility, the group stressed the 
need for quick emergency response and suggested that USAID review administrative . 

rules governing food resource use. 

Discussing the sixth point about the relief/development continuum, the group felt that 
peace and reconciliation would be important to Armenia. This was not a case, Mr. Hale 
said, of an underdeveloped country, but of a badly developed country, in which food aid, 
though useful, might need to be employed in non-traditional ways. 

The group responded to Question A with a qualified "yes.' To Question B, the group 
agreed that the policy should address the role of local institutions, and that some focuses 
seem restrictive. This could be a problem because every situation is so different. More 
options, more precise wording, or examples would be helpful, they felt. In addition, the 
policy appears to ignore the urban poor, and to link funds exclusively to agriculture. 'The 
group felt that in order to address access, the policy must allow funds to be used to 
address other sources of food insecurity, such as infrastructure weakness. 

A question and answer period followed the presentation of group findings. Ms. 
Marhunas invited Robert .Gamer and Lois Richards to come to the dias to participate. 

Ms. Richards spoke first, responding to some of the concerns she had heard during 
previous presentations. She pointed out first that the food aid policy paper was derived 
from USAID'S five strategy papers, several of which mention food security. The paper's 
intention, she said, is to define food insecurity more clearly. She also made the.point 
that very few missions name food security as a mission strategic objective, though many 
missions receive food aid through Titles 11 and 111. This must change, Ms. Richards said; 
missions will have to name food security as an objective, and it will take more than food 
aid to achieve that. Ms. Richards added that she would like more reliable support for 
Title I1 and Title I11 levels; she emphasized that Congress's sympathy and PVO activism 
on Capitol Hill had kept Title I1 levels relatively constant. Funding from Section 416, 
which had been a useful resource, was also disappearing; much of the changes in 
funding, Ms. Richards said, is beyond the Agency's control. 

As to the Africa emphasis, Ms. Richards said that the paper intends to say that USATD 
will prioritize food insecure people. However, according to established criteria, the most 
food insecure populations are in Africa and South Asia, and the Agency e,vects to 
mncenuate funding there. However, VSAID does not wish to cur prJgrams. 
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- Regarding the discussions about the relief/development continuum, Ms. Richards said 
that though the term is probllematic, it describes the fact that many food aid recipients 
are states which have failed for a variety of reasons. Addressing this failure is not solely 
the province of food aid, but food aid can be used to concentrate resources and donor 
efforts around strategies aimed at ultimate self-sufficiency for states in chaos. Ms. 
Richards said that food security would be a major part of this effort in Africa, whereas 
other countries, though more disaster-prone, had gone further in developing their own 
capacity to recover. 

Finally, Ms. Richards responded to comments on staffing and management. The Agency, 
she said, has held a training program in food aid management for employees from 
Washington and the field, and hopes to expand this training into certification programs for 
food aid managers. She also acknowledged problems with decentralization and delegations 
of authority, due in part to the complications added by price changes, shipping, and similar 
logistical issues, and concluded by complimenting conference participants on their input and 
comments. 

Robcrt Kramer thanked Ms. Richards and applauded her strong advocacy of foad aid. He 
added that the afternoon session for Agency food aid managers would afford more 
opportunities for discussion. 

Q: Art Silver, Food for Peace, USAID Near EastISouth East Asia) First, what is the 
rationale for the Africa earmark? Most of the food insecure people live in Asia, and 
it's people who are hungry, not countries, and just as we put population programs 
where the population is highest, we should put food aid where people are most food 
insecure. 

Second: we're focusing on agricultural productivity and nutrition to be able to show 
impact. But being able to show impact is not necessarily the same as maximizing it. 

Third: regarding th; integration rf food aid with other resources, it is difficult to 
reconcile the fact that Congressional earmarks have depleted money for agriculture 
(which is why agricultural actiyities have shifted to food aid) with the idea of 
integration. 

Fourth: Regarding strengthening program development and management capacity, Mr. 
Mugo of 'our group suggested funding E-m?.il connections among the major partners of 
USPJD 'missions, 
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Fifth: the idea of budgetary flehbility is unclear: does this mean that development 
assistance funds will be used for emergencies instead of food aid? 
Finally: Lois's explanation of the relief/development continuum was clear and useful. 

A: (Richards) I can't answer all your questions, but the question on budgetary fiexibility ,is 
unclear. My earlier point was that food aid has a greater role in food security than is 
understood. Administrator Atwood is trying to make the case that the many earmarks 
are adversely affecting our ability to improve economic growth in developing countries. 

(Gamer) There is a finite amount of money, so decisions must be made. But the 
- - perception that all Asian and Latin America11 programs will be closed is wrong. 

Regarding management by appearance: as Carol Lancaster said, if we can't show 
results, we might lose the resource, and I'd say we would deserve to. We're proud of 
PL 480, 

and we feel that management by objectives helps us articulate our accomplishments 
better and increase our success, 

Q: (Heather Goldman, USATD India) Lois, in some countries where survival and food 
security is a key objective, then food security could be a key objective. But there 
are other countries where food security might fit better at a program objective level, 
for example, to achieve population stabilization. 

A: (Richards) We will probably have some rethinking about mission strategic 
objectives. We have less funding than we need for ongoing Title 111 programs; I 
think that if a mission doesn't prioritize food security, why shwld they have a Title 
I11 program? We have to look at these things; whether we can save Title I11 or not 
will be a question as we reauthorize the Farm Bill. Title 111 has few defenders on 
Capitol Hill. 

Q: (Roberta van Haeftner) Our Bolivia working group discussed the question: does 
food security have p be a mission objective for funds to be allocated? The group 
said no, because food security is an integrating concept, above our strategic 
objectives and below sustainable development objectives. In Latin America our 
strategic objectives as2 a component of food security. In Honduras, for example, we 
have the strategic objective of alleviating poverty. The indicators include adequate 
income for adequate nutrition: the indicators are the same. This is also true for 
health objectives. .Adequate water and sanitation, reducing child mortality, these are 
indicators of improved foodkecurity. 

. . 
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A: (Richards) When nothing in the program mentions food security, when nothing in 
the PRISM [Program Performance Information for Strategic Management] system 
mentions food security, it's difficult to support food security at the Office of 
Management and Budget and the Government Accounting Office. The PRISM 
system is based on what missions came up tcrith as strategic indicators. You 
yourselves are not making the argument, You must show how your programs relate 
to food security, and how your use of food will achieve food security. If you can't 
focus on access, availability and consumption, focus on just one, but show how your 
program achieves it. 

A: (Kramer) The definition of food security has been far too broad; almost any activity 
could subsume it. We've engaged in a strategic planning process to focus our 
objectives; we worked with PVOs. We've just started this process. We're trying to 
come up with a set of core indicators for Title I1 and Title 111--like the kind of 
indicators the family planning programs have had. We must be more specific, not 
straitjacket ourselves, but come up with generic prformance indicators to define 
impact. 

Q: My question is about a vulnerable population which has received assistance for the 
last 40 years, the elderly and the chronically ill, people in orphanages or AIDS 
hospices. It's difficult to set performance indicators, yet food keeps them alive. 
This problem is chronic and it's not developmental. Is there room in the Bureau of 
Humanitarian Response for a humanitarian program? 

A: (Kramer) We recognize the importance of these programs, and they will not be cut, 
nor will they be expanded. 

Ms. Markunas asked Mr. Kramer for a very quick adjournment. Mr. Kramer said that 
he had, perhaps, shown his biases as a field person by emphasizing input from food aid 
field professionals. However, he reiterated the importance of input from the field and 
said that there were todfew opportunities such as this conference afforded to meet with 
people from all arcas of the food aid program and share ideas. Nothing should be done 
in a vacxr;;, he said, and this was what made the contributions of field people, PVOs, 
and support organizations so impbrtant to Washington. 

Mr. Kramer said the inforinai talks in coffee breaks and at lunch played as important a 
role as the formal presentations and breakout sessions. Whiie the conference gave a 

- -  - goo& overview of-PL 480 ' i d  fielpeci crarify some of fie questions surrounding it, this 
conference had been or', a beginningo-just "scratching t k  surface," Mr. Kramer said; 
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The purpose of the event was to inform and be informed on the changes in politics, 
1 management, Congress, and world donors and how these are affecting the business of 

food aid. These changes are necessary, he said, not on;y because of the "stern challenge" - 

from the General Accounting Office, but because changing is the right thing to do. He 
quoted Carol Lancaster's statement that PL 480, though an extraordinary program, will . 
disappear if food aid professionals do not document their progress. 

Mr. Kramer said that the conference events should disabuse people of the notion that 
food aid people are "bean counters." He echoed Administrator Atwood praise of 
conference participants, saying, "You, talented, dedicated professionals, are the real silent 
heroes. And we [at USAID] are her@ to support you." 

In conclusion, Mr. Kramer said that he would like this to be the first of many 
conferences which would create an esprit de corps among those who work to build food 
security worldwide. He said he hoped that he would see participants again, perhaps at 
another such conference, next year. 
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